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 Abstract I 

1.1.1.1.1 Abstract 

Environmental awareness has increased during the past 2-3 decades, and compa-
nies have gone from simply following legislation to adding environmental consid-
erations into their business plans. The ongoing developments make it interesting to 
study how leading companies integrate environmental considerations into their 
product development processes. 

The aim of this thesis is to study how environmental considerations can be inte-
grated into the product development process. It is based on studies made in the 
Swedish manufacturing industry. The research has used both quantitative and 
qualitative methods. The foundation for the conclusion was derived from the four 
different studies building this thesis. 

The aggregated conclusion from the studies suggests a conceptual model con-
sisting of four cornerstones that should be addressed in order to ease the integration 
of environmental concerns: the management, product development process, DfE 
Mindset, and DfE Tools. The development of this model has its foundation in in-
dustrial case studies that show how leading companies have integrated environ-
mental considerations in an innovative way. 

Combined with the conceptual model is a discussion concerning the usage of 
existing tools and how sub-activities carried out within the development process 
are less formal than before. This non-rigid structure is in line with what is sug-
gested in current innovation research for radical innovation, since it enables crea-
tivity to flourish and does not limit designers. This freedom of action for the crea-
tivity of the personnel in the projects has raised the environmental work to a new 
level. 

The thesis also suggests how to use analytical and dialogue-based tools in a de-
velopment project. It is beneficial to have a dialogue tool in the beginning of a pro-
ject and in a radical innovation project, while it is beneficial to have an analytical 
tool later on in a project if more that one tool is used or in an incremental innova-
tion project. 

 
Keywords: Product development process, innovation, integration, environmental con-

siderations, DfE Tools, DfE Mindset, product development. 
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 Terminology V 

1.1.1.1.3 Terminology 

The following table describes the terminology used in this thesis when interview-
ing staff. The definitions are not always proper for the simple reason that the staff 
did not recognize the scientific definitions for some terms. Therefore, while some 
of the terminology presented below may be debatable, it is nevertheless provided to 
clarify how the terms are used in this thesis. 

 
Analysis-based tool A tool based on mainly quantitative data. 

Artefact A physical object that has been manufactured 
or modified for a special purpose. 

Design engineer A person working with the technical develop-
ment of a product. In the appended papers this 
person is referred to as “designer”. 

DfE Mindset Awareness and knowledge about design for 
environment and sustainability, and the ability 
to make decisions. 

DfE Tools Tools with the aim of decreasing the environ-
mental impact of a product or service. 

Dialogue-based tool A tool based on mainly qualitative data, and 
carried out by a group. 

Ecodesign To design for a lower the environmental im-
pact for all stages of a product’s or service’s 
life cycle. 

EEA Environmental Effect Analysis. An environ-
mental assessment tool based on FMEA meth-
odology. 

EMS Environmental Management System. Well-
known systems are ISO 14 001 and EMAS. 

Environmental aspects An element of an organisation’s activities, 
products or services that can interact with the 
environment 

Environmental load The environmental burdens that a product or 
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service have on the environment, not including 
the environmental response capability. 

Ergonomics Related to human factors. 

Functional aspect An aspect that gives functionality to the prod-
uct. 

HVDC light The product name of a product developed and 
sold by ABB. 

Industrial designer In this thesis the term “industrial designer” is 
someone that focuses on the aesthetical as-
pects of a product. 

Integration The ability to harmonise a diverse range of 
activities and people in order to create added 
value. 

LCA Life Cycle Assessment. In this thesis, the LCA 
concept used is according to the standard set 
by ISO 14 040 series, and not any streamlined 
LCA or company-specific adjustment.  

Life cycle Consecutive and interlinked stages of a prod-
uct system, from raw material acquisition or 
generation of natural resources to final dis-
posal (14 040). 

Non-functional aspect Aspects such as industrial design, ergonomics, 
and environmental issues that do not add any 
functionality according to the terminology 
used. It is difficult to delineate between func-
tional and non-functional. 

OHSAS 18 000 International Occupational Health and Safety 
Management System. 

Product In this thesis a product is an artefact and not a 
service made to satisfy the customer. 

Product development All activities in a company aiming at bringing 
a new product to the market. 

SME Small and Medium-sized Enterprise, < 500 
employees. 

Tool Something that helps a member of a develop-
ment team to develop a desired product in a 
structured, predefined way. 
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 Chapter 1 – Introduction 1 

1  
Introduction 

This section describes the background for the research, along with its objectives, 
delimitations and a general overview of the content of the thesis. 

Research is a never-ending activity (journey) where new discoveries are always 
to be found. It does not matter how much knowledge has been found within a sub-
ject: new findings and angles can always be found, and new knowledge created. 
The purpose of this research was to find and create additional knowledge in the 
area of integrating environmental aspects into the development process. 

1.1. Background 

There are two key elements to consider when attempting to understand product 
innovation. The first, according to Cooper (2000), is doing projects right; the sec-
ond, doing the right projects. For companies developing products for customers, 
both elements are important, but there is a focus on doing the right projects because 
customers have high demands and only buy products attractive to them.  

The development of products has been ongoing for several thousand years. 
Many different aspects need to be considered when a product is developed. Most of 
these are directly connected to the function of the product, i.e. performance-related 
aspects such as speed, weight, and height. Historically, the main focus has been on 
a product’s functionality and efficiency while other aspects have been considered 
less important. During recent years, however, this focus has changed, particularly 
in regards to industrial design, which has become increasingly more important to 
attract customers. Designing products with the intention of decreasing their envi-
ronmental impact is also a relatively new activity. 

To be able to develop products that consumers will purchase, companies need to 
have a feeling for or knowledge of what their customers would like to spend money 
on. Many ideas must be evaluated in order to find one that can enter the market as a 
success. According to Stevens and Burley (1997), as many as 3000 rough ideas are 
examined in order to achieve one commercial success for a new product, where the 
rough ideas are generated during brainstorming. To achieve commercial success it 
is not sufficient that someone is willing to buy the product; the product should also 
generate profit for the company developing the product. During this journey of de-
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cision making, many aspects need to be optimised and weighed against one an-
other. 

For companies to be able to develop long-term business activities rather than 
just being driven by customers’ short-term desires, several factors must be ad-
dressed. First, a division is required between the two main types of customers. Cus-
tomers that are market leaders or innovators in their markets will likely be more 
important sources for ideas. Other types of customers are likely to be less useful, 
and their opinions can be used to initiate low-risk and incremental product changes 
(Johne, 1994). To designers and companies, knowledge about the customer is es-
sential. According to Cole (2001), knowledge about what satisfies the customer is 
highly critical for product success. If a company can meet an important need with a 
product, the customer will be less conscious about cost and quality (Miller, 2001). 
Companies must also have a strong commitment from management to stay close to 
customers and to perform adequate market analyses (Hanna, et al., 1995). 

The design engineer has an increasing number of aspects to consider when a 
product is being developed; function, quality, economy, extended product respon-
sibility and safety are some examples. In addition, industrial design, ergonomics, 
and environmental considerations have also become important factors to consider. 
To be able to optimise a product with all these different aspects, they need to be 
taken care of simultaneously. 

The environmental work in companies has changed from end-of-pipe solutions: 
it is now heading in the direction of preventing problems and doing the right thing 
from the start. When a problem has occurred and a solution has been found for that 
problem, then an end-of-pipe solution has been achieved. The contrast to this is 
attempting to foresee a problem that can occur when a product is developed, and to 
reduce the risk of that problem occurring during the design. It is in this context that 
Design for Environment (DfE) comes into play. In the following sections, DfE and 
its importance will be explained. 

To be able to fulfil the goals that companies have for their products regarding 
environmental issues, their environmental work needs to be integrated into their 
ordinary product development. To accomplish this, companies need tools that are 
easy-to-use and a structure in which these tools can be placed. 

1.2. Level of ambition in environmental work 

Charter and Chick (1997) describe four different levels of Ecodesign, where the 
major environmental benefits could be obtained in the fourth level (see Figure 1). 
Depending on the Ecodesign approach taken, there are different demands on the 
environmental education for product developers. 
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Re-Pair

Re-Fine

Re-Design

Re-Think

Time

Environmental
Benefit

 

Figure 1. Four-step approach to Ecodesign (Charter and Chick, 1997). 

For any significant environmental improvement, the levels of re-design and re-
think must be reached. For the third level, re-design, product-specific knowledge is 
needed, and if the environmental issue is considered, product developers can make 
improvements to their products. To be able to do this, there is a need for knowl-
edge about the product’s environmental impact in order to understand where the 
greatest improvements can be made. The fourth-level, re-think, actually calls for 
new product innovation, which can be another way to provide the function, or it 
could mean that the function is no longer required. In Ecodesign literature, it is 
stated that development for re-design needs to be managed differently than projects 
aiming for re-pair and re-fine (Magnusson, 2000). For achieving re-design and re-
think of products and businesses, radical innovation is usually needed, meaning 
that theory on how to manage radical innovation is useful for understanding how to 
manage re-design and re-think projects (e.g. Sherwin and Bhamra, 1999). Figure 1 
also indicates a time reference for the environmental work in companies. In the 
past, companies have tried to find easy end-of-pipe solutions through for example 
re-pair: over the years, however, the strategy has shifted toward other approaches. 
This thesis investigates how far in this development companies have come. 

According to Handfield et al. (2001) and Magnusson (2003), management must 
set up environmental targets and goals; these should be formulated in the same way 
as other targets in the technical specification. Single demands can be solved using 
specific knowledge in that field, but when placing several demands in a context, 
education is useful for the staff. A problem with integrating environmental aspects 
into the development process is that it increases the number of design parameters, 
which in turn increases the uncertainty regarding the selection of a design solution. 

To be able to change into an environmentally-oriented mindset, staff involved 
in the development process need to have the essential education to be able to make 
decisions related to the products environmental performance. Within the frame of 
ISO 14 001, one section is concerned with the education for the staff. It is common 
that staff get a very general education concerning recycling, the carbon cycle and 
so forth. One interesting part of ISO 14 001 (1996), however, is Chapter 4.4.2, 
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which states: “The organisation shall identify training needs. It shall require that 
all personnel whose work may create a significant impact upon the environment 
have received appropriate training”. 

1.3. Tools and integration 

Over the years, many different tools for environmental considerations have been 
developed, in many cases by the academic community. These tools have been tried 
and tested in case studies within research projects under special conditions. How-
ever, the experiences gathered from these trials have in many cases been of more 
interest for academia than for companies. In a state-of-the-art review of 650 articles 
in the fields of engineering, policy, and business, Baumann et al (2002) point out a 
lack of testing tools and methods in normal industrial cases. Many of the references 
were made to earlier conceptual studies. The same study states that there is a lack 
of research concerning cases where several tools for environmental evaluation have 
been combined. 

The research area of Ecodesign can be described as a collection of individual 
tools that are researched, but where the tools are not integrated with the product 
development structure in a coherent way (See Baumann et al., 2002; Blessing, 
2002). ISO has presented a technical report about integrating environmental as-
pects into the product design and development (ISO 14 062, 2002). This report 
gives a general overview of what needs to be done in each phase of the product 
development process. The report also mentions a number of tools that can be used 
– but not how to use them in the development process. Important is that environ-
mental issues are integrated as early as possible in the product development proc-
ess, instead of having them handled separately elsewhere in the organisation, 
(Simon et al., 2000). Otherwise, the environmental work can be of minor impor-
tance in the organisation and there is a risk it will not be integrated into the prod-
uct. 

Companies’ environmental work seems to be entering a new era; the leading ac-
tors began with environmental education and preparations for development of tools 
and databases on a growing scale at least one decade ago. Major investments have 
been made since then, and this “knowledge capital” is now starting to be utilised in 
new, more integrated and effective ways. This means that there is a need for new 
kinds of studies with a more multifaceted view on the companies’ environmental 
knowledge. 

1.4. Objective and scope 

As noted, companies and academia face problems with integrating environmental 
considerations into the product development process. Given this, the following ob-
jective of this thesis has been identified: 
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The objective of this thesis is to explore how environmental considerations 
can be integrated and supported within product development when physical 
products are developed. 

Based on this objective, a number of research questions (RQs) have been for-
mulated in order to further specify the research. 

RQ 1. What internal factors can be identified that are of importance for 
the integration of environmental aspects into the product 
development process? 

One hypothesis based on earlier studies is that the product development process 
and tools for evaluating environmental performance are important. For this reason, 
the following two research questions are included. 

RQ 2. Does the structure and degree of formalisation within the product 
development process have an influence on the environmental 
performance of new products? 

RQ 3. How can analysis-based and dialouge-based tools for evaluating 
environmental performance be used in the product development 
process? 

The aim of the first research question is to find internal factors that influence 
the integration of environmental aspects into the product development. Here, inter-
nal factors are factors acting within the company. From a company point-of-view, 
this is important since many companies have limited resources. Companies need 
guidance on what internal aspects to focus on and where to place their efforts. 

The second research question is linked to the first since both questions relate to 
the product development process. The second question, however, also considers the 
outcome of the product development process in the form of the environmental per-
formance of the product. This research question explores how the environmental 
work can be linked to innovation theory. Can the degree of formality influence the 
environmental performance of the product? According to innovation literature, a 
less formal and strict process can be beneficial for creativity, which in the end can 
be positive for the resulting product. 

The last research question will put two different types of tools for DfE into a 
context, whether they can be used together and support each other or work indi-
vidually in the product development process. In this thesis, the two tools have con-
sisted of an analysis-based tool and a dialogue-based tool, respectively. An analy-
sis-based tool is characterised by usage of quantitative data, while a dialogue-based 
tool uses qualitative data. In this thesis, the analysis-based tool is represented by 
Life Cycle Assessment (henceforth called LCA) and the dialogue-based tool by 
Environmental Effect Analysis (henceforth called EEA). Both tools have advan-
tages and disadvantages which will be discussed. It is also interesting to see how it 
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is possible to relate them to different types of innovation projects and to analyse in 
which phase of a project they are useful. 

In all research, is it necessary to make delimitations; the same holds true for the 
research in this thesis, since the scope otherwise would be too wide. This research 
study how companies work with ordinary product development where many as-
pects need to be considered. With this in mind, this thesis has the following delimi-
tations, and does not: 

• Evaluate whether one tool for evaluating environmental performance 
gives a more accurate result than another; 

• Evaluate or assess different environmental aspects individually or in re-
lation to each other since these priorities are company/product specific; 
and 

• Projects with a special focus on environmental improvement have not 
been studied; in some cases, however, environmental factors have also 
been components. 

1.5. Guidance for the reader 

1.5.1. Role of the licentiate thesis 

The author has earlier published a licentiate thesis (Tingström, 2003) which han-
dled the development and usage of the EEA. This work was on an operational 
level. The licentiate thesis acted as a starting point for the research on a more tacti-
cal and strategic level of the environmental work. The licentiate thesis was impor-
tant in building the knowledge in the field of environmental work as well as de-
signing and using DfE Tools. The last and concluding paper in the licentiate thesis 
became Paper IV in this thesis, after revision and complementing with additional 
information. Paper IV acts as a connecting link to merge in the knowledge from the 
licentiate thesis to the doctoral thesis. 

The main contribution from the licentiate thesis in this thesis is the result pre-
sented in Paper IV and Appendix where the EEA method is described. 

1.5.2. Overview of the Ph.D. thesis 

This thesis consists of six chapters. The first chapter introduces the reader to the 
research area and describes the objective of the thesis along with its delimitations. 
The second chapter presents the general research methodology. Chapter 3 presents 
the basics of design theory, innovation, integration, Design for Environment (DfE), 
and tools for DfE. A summary of the appended papers is presented in Chapter 4, 
and Chapter 5 summarises the results and analysis. Finally, the overall discussion, 
conclusions and further research are presented in Chapter 6. 
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1.5.3. Outline of the publications included in the thesis 

This thesis is built around 6 publications which are the result from 4 different stud-
ies. The publications can be found at the end of this thesis. 

Paper I demonstrates from a literature point of view how an analysis-based tool 
and a dialogue-based tool for environmental considerations can be used in different 
types of innovations. 

Papers II and III describe how environmental and non-functional demands are 
handled in Swedish industry. 

Paper IV presents how a company can work with tools (EEA and LCA) for 
evaluating environmental performance integrated in the product development proc-
ess. Studied was how these two tools can support one another. In this case, Volvo 
Construction Equipment (henceforth called VCE) was used for the study. 

Papers V and VI describe and discuss how ABB works with integrating envi-
ronmental concerns into its product development process, and describes a devel-
opment case. 

1.5.4. Theory considered in this thesis 

A number of different theories were studied in order to be able to carry out this 
research. Some of the areas were studied to obtain a background at the start of the 
research, while others were studied when questions were raised and/or new ques-
tions needed to be answered. 

Material from the following theory domains have been used and studied to fulfil 
this work (Figure 2). All of these domains are broad, and thus it was not feasible to 
completely describe them within this thesis. Therefore, short summaries from these 
domains have been used and are presented in Chapter 3. 

Research project time

Design theory

Innovation

Domains of
theories

Integration

Design for Environment

 

Figure 2. Different theories and when they entered into the work. 
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2  
Research Methodology 

This thesis is based and built primarily on a qualitative approach, although quanti-
tative methods were used as well. Qualitative methods can not, nor are they in-
tended to, provide replicable evidence of events. Qualitative methods strive to find 
deep information and deeper understanding (Pitney, 2004). 

The research area of this thesis is located in the junction between the product 
development process and the integration of environmental concerns. The author of 
this thesis worked with product development as an engineer designer on a consul-
tancy basis before starting the research. This experience, together with the knowl-
edge gained during the Ph.D. studies, has led to the development of this thesis. 

2.1. Research approach 

The integration of environmental considerations into product development proc-
esses is a complex and dynamic task: it is also a challenge from a research method-
ology point of view. The scientific conflict regarding these types of environmental 
matters has had its main starting point in the natural sciences, for example in 
ecotoxicology. This was primarily connected to analyses of product systems based 
on chemical and thermodynamic parameters. Yet, from a company’s business per-
spective this has to be connected to technological development and the multidisci-
plinary facets of product development processes, and also to a wider stakeholder 
dialogue and marketing considerations. 

This thesis deals with interdisciplinary integration of environmental aspects into 
the product development process. It has a basis in industrial case studies and engi-
neering, and it also relates to knowledge in natural sciences. Also, more traditional 
product development research uses a mixture of different research methods. This 
thesis too addresses the fact that the inclusion of environmental aspects is rather 
new in product development research. The thesis deals with the use of environ-
mental assessment methods, the more diverse use of environmental knowledge and 
the inclusion of environmental priorities in the product development process. 
Given this research’s breadth, the thesis has incorporated methodological elements 
from a number of different research fields. The following paragraphs describe the 
research methods that have provided inspiration, while the end of this chapter 
summarises how the research has been done. 
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2.1.1. Quantitative methods 

Quantitative methods are based on numeric data. Data are collected from meas-
urements, observations, interviews, and surveys. The collected data are then inter-
preted and can become useful information for broader applications. Observations 
can be made both from fieldwork and in the laboratory. The quantitative method is 
designed to help the researcher to find phenomena by isolating and observing them, 
and then to formulate mathematical models that describe correlations, patterns, or 
behaviours (Rudestam and Newton, 1992). Statistical tools and methods are useful 
to learn more about correlations and patterns and to express these in numbers and 
figures. This can be useful when product and/or material property is investigated. 

2.1.2. Qualitative methods 

Qualitative methods are suitable when the researcher wishes to find knowledge and 
understanding about experiences, thoughts, and human behaviour. The data collec-
tion is based on words: these are collected from observations, interviews, and 
documents (Miles and Huberman, 1994). Qualitative research methods make it 
possible to find complex relations and patterns in another way than is possible with 
quantitative methods. 

There are two main ways to gather information in qualitative research: observ-
ing or interviewing. 

The researcher often participates in the observation process while collecting 
data. The aim may be to study how a group works together. This is to determine if 
it is possible to see patterns which are typical for the group and to study the reality 
as the members in the group see it. 

One way to collect data is with interviews. There are three different types of in-
terviews: structured, unstructured, and semi-structured. When a structured inter-
view is conducted, the questions are developed before the interview begins. A 
structured interview is used when the researcher has a straight-forward and well-
defined problem or when the population is very large, such as in a survey. The un-
structured interview is more like a conversation. The researcher has a subject that 
she/he wishes to discuss. Depending on the answers, new questions arise during the 
conversation. In unstructured interviews, the respondent is free to answer with their 
own words and can therefore give a more accurate answer. The interviewer is not 
restricted to follow a pre made questionnaire, and may discuss more freely. The 
semi-structured interview is a mixture of both, starting from a questionnaire and 
then asks follow up questions to get clarifications. 

The reason for choosing semi-structured interviews is that follow-up questions 
can be asked and clarifications can be obtained. New angles and approaches that 
were not considered when the questions were developed can be captured at once. 
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The work with qualitative analysis is interactive; it is not a chain of activities, 
but rather a web where many activities interact as depicted in Figure 3. 

Data
collection

Data
reduction

Data
display

Conclusions:
drawing/verifying

 

Figure 3. Components for data analysis (Miles and Huberman, 1994). 

As noted earlier qualitative and quantitative methods aim for different things in 
research. Quantitative methods are used to test a hypothesis, while qualitative 
methods are discovery-oriented (Stange and Zyzanski, 1989). 

2.1.3. Case study 

The case study is a research method that makes it possible to develop or test a the-
ory. The method can vary, and it is possible to use both qualitative and quantitative 
information (Merriam, 1994). 

Yin (1994) identified five components that are important for case studies: 

• A study’s questions. 

• Its propositions, if any. 

• Its unit of analysis. 

• The logical linkage of data to the propositions. 

• The criteria for interpreting the findings. 

There are three different kinds of case studies: descriptive, exploratory, and ex-
planatory. Each of these approaches can be either single or multi-case studies. 

A descriptive case study presents a detailed report of the phenomena studied. It 
does not generate any generally applicable hypotheses. The positive thing with de-
scriptive case studies is that they communicate basic information about areas that 
have not been previously researched previously. This type of study often forms a 
foundation for future research. 

Exploratory case studies also contain many descriptions, but the new informa-
tion is used to develop conceptual categories or to highlight, support, or question a 
theory. The interpretative analytical case study is separated from the descriptive by 
its complexity, depth, and theoretical direction. 
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Explanatory case studies contain descriptions, explanations and investigations. 
In this case, they are used to access how certain software or practices work. 

A case study is suitable to use when the researcher wishes to study events tak-
ing place in the present and aims to answer questions about why and how they oc-
curred. 

2.1.4. Deduction vs. induction 

A research approach can be either deductive or inductive. Deduction is about deriv-
ing statements from other statements. Going from theories and statements, a hypo-
thetical explanation (hypothesis) is sought that can later be tested in reality. The 
inductive approach has its base in collected knowledge which can be obtained by 
interviews and observations (Chalmers, 1994). Summarised, the inductive ap-
proach has an empirical base while the deductive approach has its base in theory. 

Sometimes the work can not be characterised as purely deduction or induction; 
today, there is also the abductive approach, which is a combination of both induc-
tion and deduction. Abduction has an empirical base as induction, but does not dis-
claim theoretical ideas. The research switches between theoretical and empirical 
work, where both are interpreted in relation to one other (Wallén, 1996). 

2.2. The over all process 

The research has been carried out in a number of different studies according to 
Figure 4. Note that what became Paper IV once was a manuscript that was on hold 
for some years and a second analysis was conducted. This makes the numbering of 
the studies a little bit odd when presenting in a chronological order based in publi-
cation date. As can be seen in the figure, all studies have been carried out in almost 
the same way: this will be further described in Section 2.3. 
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Paper II and III

Study 1bReview

Analyse

Paper IV

InterviewStudy 4Review

Analyse

Paper V and VI

Documents

 

Figure 4. Description of the overall process (The different studies can be found in 
Table 2). 

2.3. Methods and analysis 

The research for this thesis focused on the product development process, and not 
only dealt with how it relates to environmental considerations but also how that 
linkage is integrated into the total product development process. During the re-
search several different methods have been used, as described in the respective pa-
pers and summarized in Table 1. A reason for using several methods is the inter-
disciplinary character of the subject. 
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Table 1. Overview of the different types of approaches in the different papers. 

Paper I II III IV V VI 

Quantitative  X X    
Qualitative  X X X X X 
Case-study  X X  X X 
Literature study X   X   
Inductive  X X  X X 
Deductive X   X   

The different papers are presented in Chapter 4, while the result and analysis is 
summarised in Chapter 5. 

The multifaceted research perspective has resulted in a combined, situation-
specific use of research methods; this means that the thesis also may be read as an 
illustration of experimentation with a combined interdisciplinary research method. 
From this point of view, the thesis as a whole may be interpreted as an abductive 
work that may contribute to the development of new combined research method-
ologies. However, new research methods should be scrutinized in a much more 
advanced way than what was the case for this thesis; therefore, this aspect is not 
presented as result, just as an idea for further research. 

The case studies and their interviews have a basis in inductive methods with in-
terviews in different companies, and have aimed to produce a descriptive result. At 
the same time, there is an awareness that there are needs for conceptual develop-
ment. Consequently the thesis aims to build the result in such a way that it can pro-
vide a reasonably direct input to further theoretical development.  

2.3.1. Respondents 

The result in this thesis is mainly built of two components, interviews/surveys and 
documents (in addition to the necessary literature study). Depending on the study 
itself and the aim of the study, the focus has varied between different interviewees 
and different numbers of respondents. More information concerning the distribu-
tion of respondent and companies can be found in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Distribution of respondent and companies in the different studies. 

Paper I II1 III1 IV V VI 

Respondent 02 12 12 5 6 10 

Companies 02 7 7 13 14 14 

Time/pers (h)  1 1  1,5 1,5 

Study 2 3 3 1 4 4 

1 Papers II and III concern the same companies and respondents 
2 Literature study, no interviews and no companies were involved 
3 Three other persons at three companies were used in the discussion as well 
4 ABB is seen here as one company, even though it consists of many different 
sub-companies 

In Study 3, which resulted in Papers II and III, managers (design managers, 
product managers, and development managers) connected to product development 
were the primary respondents. In preparation before this study, discussions where 
held with industrial designers and teachers at the University of Kalmar’s School of 
Design in order to learn more about the area. 

Study 1, where VCE was the main discussion partner, resulted in Paper IV, but 
the result was also discussed with three other companies. It should be noted that 
VCE is a manufacturer of heavy equipment, e.g. wheel loaders, excavators, and 
articulated haulers, and is part of the Volvo group. 

In Study 4, represented by Papers V and VI, one development project was in-
vestigated. Respondents were mainly staff within the project, but also included ex-
tra resource staff and customers. 

2.3.2. Information gathering 

Within this thesis, the interviews where not always conducted in the same way. 
Interviewing is critical as the respondent must understand the aim of the study and 
answer in line with the truth – and not what the person thinks is good for the out-
come. During an interview, the person asking the questions shall not direct the re-
spondent in any direction with body language or rejecting or accepting answers 
with phrases like “yes”, “no” or “I agree” unless they are followed by a clarifying 
question. Almost all interviews in all studies have been carried out by one inter-
viewer asking one respondent. 

Study 2 is different from the others as it is a literature study. This paper was 
prepared as a paper for a course in innovation and product development. The selec-
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tion of information sources consisted of journal publications rather than conference 
publications in order to increase the paper’s quality. 

In Studies 1, 3, 4, a short description of the overall research and the aim of the 
individual study were presented before the interview started. 

The interviews in Studies 1, 3, 4 were concluded with a question: is there any-
thing else that you would like to add? This was posed in order to get comments that 
the respondent thought were important in connection to the study, or to have a freer 
discussion about the subject. 

Study 3 utilized a phone interview with managers in Swedish manufacturing 
companies for data collection. The reason for choosing a phone interview was to be 
able to cover a larger geographical area. The interview was semi-structured, asking 
both specific questions and follow-up questions and clarifications. The interview 
sheet was e-mailed in advance, and an interview time was scheduled. Notes were 
taken during the interviews. 

In Study 1, internal information together with interviews at the site in Eskilstuna 
and at other companies was used. The respondents at VCE were used as discussion 
partners more than the other respondents. The main discussions where made during 
three visits at VCE. During these visits, several hours were spent discussing and 
reading documents. After the visits, the telephone and e-mail were used for clarify-
ing issues and exchanging documents. Also connected to this study were three 
other companies who served as discussion partners for validation. 

The last study in this thesis, which resulted in Study 4, used the same method to 
gather information as in Study 1. Both internal documents and interviews were 
used to gather information. The difference was that the interviews were recorded 
on tapes or recorded into the computer, depending on who performed the interview. 
After the interview, some clarifications were made by asking specific questions via 
e-mail or telephone. 

2.3.3. Analysis 

Study 2 is based on a literature study where two different subjects have been 
merged together. The analysis has been based on previous research results from 
various sources, e.g. articles, conference papers, as well as earlier experience and 
from the reviewed literature. 

The result presented in Papers II and III have their origin in the same interview 
study (Study 3), and have been analysed and cross-interpreted with information 
found by other authors. The interview guide is in the Appendix section. 

Study 1 is based on a literature study which has been enhanced with interviews 
in order to support the model and thoughts extracted from the literature study. In 
order to improve the quality of the result, one company was used as a deep inter-
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view company and study of its internal documents was made, while the other three 
companies were used to verify the result. 

For Study 4, the recorded interviews have been transcribed word-by- word by 
the authors where language corrections were made. The interview guide for these 
Papers can be found in the Appendix section. After the transcription was made, the 
text was separately coded by the authors in order to avoid them influencing each 
other. Internal documents were used to support and verify the results from the in-
terviews. 

2.4. Evaluation of results 

As noted by Rozenburg and Eckels (1995), the product development process for a 
new product is a historic process which can not be repeated. It is very difficult to 
prove this process by mathematical or natural science terms, or to replicate a phe-
nomena, event, or experience in order to prove it. According to Figure 5, the devel-
opment process can take many turns before ending up with a final product. 

Design need

Design process paths

Domain
knowledge

Resulting
products
that meet
the need

Design process
knowledge

 

Figure 5. The irregular path of a product development process (modified from  
Ullman, 2003). 

The development process progression and its resulting product depend on a va-
riety of different parameters such as knowledge, structure, experience, tools etc. It 
is also a process that often takes years, with numerous iterations, and can be seen 
as a kind of evolutionary development. Further, human behaviour is a stochastic 
process, and like the design process, it is difficult to evaluate. These factors com-
bined make design research difficult to verify. A tool or a new structure is often too 
time-consuming to implement and evaluate. Ullman (2003) states that feasibility 
judgements often are based on “gut-feeling”, which is dependent on the design en-
gineers’ experience. This is a challenge from a methodological development re-
search point of view. 
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Fundamental to all research is the verification of the result. Unfortunately, veri-
fication of design research tends to be more complex compared to technically-
oriented research and research within natural science (Mattiasson, 1997).  

The fundamentals of the traditional natural science approach of verification 
(Wallen, 1996), i.e. to validate the research findings with empirical experiments 
that can be repeated, are not practical in the matter of design methodology re-
search. For research that involves people, this way of verifying the result is not 
possible. For research within companies, it is also difficult since their conditions 
change over time and long timeframes are problematic. A product development 
process can take several years, during which those involved gain more knowledge 
and trends in society change. Due to these factors, design research requires other 
methods for verifying the result. For verifying methods, theories and models in 
design research, Buur (1990) and Olesen (1992) have therefore suggested “logical 
verification” and “verification by acceptance”. 

Buur (1990) has pointed out the numbers of influencing factors and that the de-
sign process is stochastic as reasons that an empirical approach is not appropriate 
for the verification of design research. Since the design process is stochastic it is 
not possible to assure that implementing a design method or a tool guarantees a 
success, but it may increase the probability. Furthermore, the number of influenc-
ing factors are large, which makes it impossible to repeat a development project, 
experiment or project. 

As a complement to Buur (1990), Mattiasson (1997) has added two reasons why 
the empirical approach is not appropriate for verification in design research. The 
first is that it is difficult to implement research findings which are on a preliminary 
stage in a busy working environment. The second is that the timeframe during a 
Ph.D. study is too short for an appropriate implementation and analysis of earlier 
result. 

2.4.1. Logical verification 

Logical verification aims for consistency, which means that no contradictions 
should exist within the theory. It should also be complete in a way that all observed 
relevant phenomena can be rejected or explained by the theory in literature and/or 
empirical observations. Further, the result should be in line with other well-
established theories and methods, and it should be possible to explain case-study 
observations and the studied design problems with existing theory. 

Explanation of how logical verification has been used within this thesis will be 
further described in Section 6.2. 

2.4.2. Verification by acceptance 

Verification by acceptance is characterised by models and methods derived from 
theory being accepted by experienced users. They should also be accepted by the 
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relevant scientific community. The models and methods that have arisen from the 
theory are acceptable to experienced engineering designers. 

The overall discussion in this thesis is based on and evaluated against well-
known theories within the field of the thesis, which is further described in Chapter 
3. How verification by acceptance has been used in this thesis is described in Sec-
tion 6.2. 

2.4.3. Validation of the research 

The degree of validation is always difficult to judge. What can be judged is if the 
process of collecting data and analysis has been credible and systematic. In this 
case, the different papers are based on four different studies, where all have been 
different. All studies have been used to complete and to support each other, with 
the aim to be able to build knowledge. 

The validation process consists of several steps of verification. The first step is 
to make a correct research question from a problem. Following this, the study must 
be designed and the decision of how to collect material and which sources to use 
made. Where it has been possible, multiple sources have been used which provide 
a broader understanding: this is known as triangulation. When all the data has been 
collected, the work begins to analyse the data and transform that data to knowl-
edge. 

Interpretation of the data is always difficult: in this thesis, all publications ex-
cept one have been written together with other authors. All the different authors 
have added their knowledge, sometimes with different backgrounds, into the inter-
pretation. 

It has been the intention of the author of this thesis to make the studies as trans-
parent as possible with regards to secret material from companies. With this in 
mind, it is hoped that the reader can make their own estimation of the transferabil-
ity of the result and relate in one way or other to their work and context. 

2.5. Comments on the different studies and 
details of the findings 

Most companies connected to this research project have been medium and large-
sized companies. This was because larger companies are more used to co-operation 
with universities and researchers, and because they are more sensitive to changes in 
tools, new structures and processes. Large companies have better resources and can 
for example test new tools. In addition, they have the ability to employ specialists 
for processes and structures. From a historical retrospective, according to text-
books, many now-established tools and work approaches have been tested, used 
and approved by large companies at first, before small and medium-sized compa-
nies (SMEs) have adopted them. A study made by the author (Tingström, 2003) 
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showed that SMEs are lagging behind large enterprises in the environmental work. 
The companies which participated in the case studies in this thesis were all located 
in Sweden. 

Study 2 was based on a literature review. In this case, the paper and the result of 
the paper were considered good enough to be selected as one of 32 papers to be 
included in a book summarising the conference (see Tingström 2005). 

Study 3 is based on interviews with seven companies of different sizes. The re-
sulting Papers II and III differ since they have been published together with two 
different co-authors, and the information from the interviews has been analysed 
two times with different angles. 

Study 1 was a study at VCE. This study was also based on the results of the au-
thor’s licentiate thesis and a literature review which was discussed with the respon-
dents. At VCE, the author had access to internal documents to support interviews. 
As help for verifying the result from VCE, discussions were held with three other 
companies about the models. 

The resulting Papers V and VI from Study 4 is based on interviews with 6 re-
spectively 10 employees and on internal documents describing the project and its 
development process at ABB Power Technology in Ludvika. The product devel-
opment project studied was a joint project with participants from four different 
countries, but interviews were only carried out in Sweden, where two of the five 
participating companies are located. 

All papers included in this work, with the exception of Paper VI, have been pre-
sented at international conferences or have been accepted for peer-reviewed journal 
publication. Paper VI has been reviewed with the comment “will be published with 
minor revision”. 

It can always be questioned if the number of respondents has been sufficient: 
this is a tough balance between number and depth in the study. This means either 
preparing a quantitative survey to a large population investigating a limited ques-
tion, or having interviews with a smaller population and spending more time with 
each respondent. Having a deep study with many respondents is difficult to accom-
plish given the time allotted for a Ph.D. study. In this research, qualitative methods 
have been most used: therefore, the number of respondents has been limited. 
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3  
Theoretical foundation 

This thesis has its primary foundation in design theory and the dynamic dimension 
of innovation, and focuses on the product development process and integration of 
environmental aspects in this process. As its base, this chapter includes Design for 
Environment (DfE) theory and tools. 

3.1. Design theory 

What is design? According to Monö (1997), the word design was originally de-
rived from the Latin designare and literally means “to mark out”. In this thesis, the 
word design is used in the context of creating a physical artefact, i.e. the entire 
process from defining the need to launching a product on the market. 

There are a number of different definitions for design, two of which are as fol-
lows: 

“to conceive the idea for some artefact or system and/or express the idea in an em-
bodiable form” (Archer, 1971) 

“creating and developing concepts and specifications that optimise the function, 
value and appearance of the products and systems for mutual benefits of both users 
and consumers” (Ulrich and Eppinger, 1995) 

In modern times, numerous researchers (Roozenburg and Eekels, 1995; Baxter, 
1996; Ertas and Jones, 1996; Prasad, 1997; Pahl and Beitz, 1999; Pugh, 1999; Ul-
rich and Eppinger, 2000; Cross, 2000; Ullman, 2003) have studied the design and 
product development process. Many of these studies have their basis in French’s 
work from the mid-70s. The basis of this (French, 1985) is that product develop-
ment consists of four steps or phases, as illustrated in Figure 6: 

1. Analysis of problem  

2. Conceptual design 

3. Embodiment of schemes 

4. Detailing 
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Figure 6. A block chart of the design process (French, 1985). 

The first part of analysing the problem is a crucial step. The output is a state-
ment of the problem consisting of limitations for the solution. The second phase, 
conceptual design, is where several overall solutions are generated. This step is 
supported by engineering science, practical knowledge and experience. It is in this 
step that the most important decisions are made (Pahl and Beitz, 1999; Ullman, 
2003). In the third step, the concepts are analysed and evaluated, and a selection is 
made if there is more than one concept. Here, the product gets more of its shape, 
and the focus is on finding a technical solution that can solve the identified prob-
lem or need. The last phase is to undertake the detailing; the outcome from this step 
can be blueprint drawings or manufacturing of the prototype product. 

Theoretical models of the design process have changed over time, and today 
there are many to choose from. These models can be divided into two major areas: 
descriptive and prescriptive. The descriptive model simply describes the sequences 
that typically occur. This model usually emphasises the importance of generating a 
solution concept early in the process, thus reflecting the “solution-focused” nature 
of design. The process is heuristic: using previous experience, general guidelines 
and “rules of thumb” that guide the design engineer in the right direction, but of 
course with no guarantee of success (Cross, 2000). Figure 6 is a typical model of a 
descriptive way of working. 
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The prescriptive models often seek to convince or encourage the design engi-
neer to adopt new ways of working. Prescriptive models suggest or prescribe what 
should be done when developing a product. These models are usually more algo-
rithmic, are often systematic to follow, and are regarded as providing a particular 
design methodology. Many of these models emphasise the need for more analytical 
work to precede the generation of solution concepts. Numerous models have a ba-
sic structure of analysis-synthesis-evaluation, which were defined by Jones (1984). 
Since the early 1960s, a variety of different models have been prescribed, each 
consisting of different numbers of steps and with different labels for the steps 
(Cross, 2000; Voland, 1999; Dym and Little, 2000). 

One big difficulty in product development is the paradox depicted in Figure 7. 
In the beginning, when a development project is launched, knowledge about the 
final product is very limited. As the project progresses and certain decisions are 
taken, the freedom of action decreases. The paradox is that crucial decisions need 
to be taken in the beginning with little knowledge of the final product. As illus-
trated in Figure 8, the cost of changing decisions increases with each one that has 
been made. This is often called the “design paradox”. 

 

Figure 7. The design paradox extended with modification cast (Bergman and Klef-
sjö, 1994; Lindahl et al., 2001; Ullman, 2003). 

One thing to remember is that the majority of development projects never start 
from scratch; the company and staff always have some experience to relate to from 
previous projects. There are also differences for user-driven and technology-driven 
products. When it comes to market-driven product development, it is often evolu-
tionary, i.e. incremental modification or improvement of an existing product. The 
development for market-driven products then starts at some intermediate point in 
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Figure 7. Also, for a technology-driven product, the starting point could be a new 
invention or technical solution from the internal R&D or design department. Ac-
cording to Ulrich and Eppinger (2000), technology-driven product development is 
characterised by technical development as the core issue; an example of this is a 
hard disc for a computer. 

According to Johannesson et al., (2004), the product development process has 
one characteristic with “the three Is”: Iteration, Innovation, and Integration. In 
most cases, the design process is presented as a linear process (see Figure 8 and 
Figure 9); in reality, it is a process with iterations. Innovation will be further de-
scribed in Section 3.2, while Integration is discussed in Section 3.3. The product 
development is also characterised by decision taking. To be able to take decisions 
an additional I-characteristic is important, that of Intuition (Stevens, 1999; Stevens 
and Burley, 2003). 

Typical for the product development process is that decisions need to be taken 
along the way, while a product is being developed. The product development proc-
ess can be divided into different steps or sections. These steps have different names 
in different companies, e.g. tollgate, checkpoint, step stones etc. According to 
Cooper (1993), Procter & Gamble had implemented a gating system as early as 
1964. The stage and gate model has a clearer focus on project evaluation with gates 
as go/no-go points. A gate is an evaluation point at which a multifunctional group 
decides if the product/project should continue, and is placed after their evaluation 
of some set of parameters. Usually, senior management is involved in making deci-
sions at these assessment gates. According to Cooper (1993) it is common for 
companies to have tailor-made models to suite their specific purposes. 

3.1.1. Sequential product design 

Previously, product development was carried out as a series of actions (Figure 8). 
The product development started from the customer’s requirements on functions 
and properties for a new product, and was carried out as a series of actions in line 
with Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8. An illustration of Sequential Product Development. 

This way of working creates a straight line through the company, often with 
what can be viewed as “watertight walls” between each link in the process. When 
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one department has processed the material, it sends the material to the next depart-
ment, which can be located in another part of the company. 

There are disadvantages to Sequential Product Development, however; commu-
nication within the company is obstructed due to the “watertight” sections inside of 
it, creating an environment where people have difficulties working together. 

For example, the design engineer can create a drawing and deliver it for produc-
tion without the knowledge that the manufacturing equipment is unavailable. This 
phenomenon consumes time and money that might not be found within the limits 
of the project, not to mention the frustration it creates. 

3.1.2. Integrated product development 

As companies have been forced to become more time-efficient as their products 
have grown increasingly complex, there has also been a requirement for a more 
structured design process. It quickly became apparent that a company’s depart-
ments needed to work together. The name for this way of working has changed 
over time; different names have been simultaneous engineering, computer inte-
grated engineering, concurrent engineering and most recently integrated product 
development. 

One often-used definition for Concurrent Engineering is: “A systematic ap-
proach to the integrated, concurrent design of products and their related proc-
esses, including manufacture and support. This approach is intended to cause the 
developers, from the outset, consider all elements of the product life cycle from 
conception through disposal, including quality, cost, schedule, and user require-
ments” (Winner, 1988). 

 

 

Figure 9. Model of the Integrated Product Development Process (Andreasen and 
Hein, 1987). 
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The model in Figure 9 was originally developed by Olsson (1976). This model 
and its way of working has since then been adopted by numerous companies and 
researchers. 

3.2. Innovation 

There are many different definitions of innovation. According to Tidd et al., 
(1997), “innovation is a process of turning opportunities into new ideas and put-
ting these into widely-used practice”. Innovation is the outcome from strategica 
decisions and an innovative mindset in the entire organisation (Tidd et al, 1997). 
There are two main types of innovation, depending on the extent of what is new for 
the product. This section will describe radical and incremental innovation, the ma-
jor differences of which can be described with S-curves as shown in Figure 10. 

Referring to Figure 1, it is possible to make the conclusion that “re-pair” and 
“re-fine” can be reached with incremental innovation, while radical innovation is 
needed to reach to top levels, i.e. “re-design” and “re-think”. When something is 
re-paired or re-fined the change is minor for the product. The focus is on making 
something better without changing too much of the product. The opposite to this is 
re-design and re-think; when something is re-designed it is totally changed or re-
placed with a new product, while re-think is to try to avoid the problem with a to-
tally new approach. Re-think can be to change a system where the product is 
placed so it is no longer needed. 

According to Magnusson (2000), it is vital to notice that development projects 
aiming to reach the re-design level need to be managed differently than projects 
aiming for re-pair and re-fine. For describing organisations in rapid competitive 
environments, traditional organisational theories are not sufficient (Eisenhardt and 
Tabrizi, 1995). Eisenhart and Tabrizi suggest models that they have found to be 
more dynamic and adaptive for the situation. Projects aiming for radical innovation 
often have a high degree of uncertainty, both from the market and technological 
perspectives. Eisenhart and Tabrizi also suggest that a formalised process can be 
fruitful for an incremental innovation. 

According to Charter and Chick (1997), large environmental improvements are 
needed in order to reach the re-design level. Significant improvements for the 
product, however, can only be reached through innovation within product devel-
opment, and can be reached by promoting commitment and interaction (Sundström, 
2005). Commitment is an element that supports quick and adequate decisions and 
implementation of technical solutions. For gathering and using information, inter-
action is useful for solving technical tasks. 
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Figure 10. Differences between incremental and radical innovation as S-curves, 
where incremental refers to changes within one of the curves “Technology 1” or 
“Technology 2”, and radical is the jump from Technology 1 to Technology 2 (from 
Christensen, 1992).  

Each curve in Figure 10 corresponds to one technical solution and can be di-
vided into several phases. Three phases can be identified, where the first is to get 
the technology to work and the increase of performance is slow. During the second 
phase, there is no problem with the functionality and the performance increase is 
fast. In the last phase, the product is mature and it is not possible to develop the 
used technology any further. The change between technologies should come when 
a technology has reached its maturity level. Problematic is to know where a prod-
uct is located on the curve in real time. If the change to a newer technology comes 
too early, it will not be mature enough to take over, and if the change is too late, 
then competitors have already taken the lead in market shares. 

Innovation can be explained and divided into radical and incremental (see 
Figure 10). A radical innovation is when the technology added is new and new 
knowledge is needed. The opposite - incremental innovation - has a more evolu-
tionary character; this case, new knowledge is not needed to the same extent as in 
radical innovation (Hall and Adriani, 2003; See also Figure 11). Radical innovation 
may offer opportunities for new companies, while incremental innovation is more 
likely to benefit established firms (Afuah, 1998). 

3.2.1. Radical innovation 

Radical innovations take the innovation to a higher level than incremental in order 
to create new industries, products, and markets (Meyer et al, 1990). According to 
Figure 11, a radical innovation is the change between “Technology 1” and “Tech-
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nology 2”. The technological improvement of the product is significantly higher 
when compared with a change in efficiency, scale, and design, which could not 
show the same result (Tauchman and Andersson, 1986). Tuchman and Andersson 
(1986) as well as Koberg et al., (2003) have defined radical innovation as strategic 
changes in products/services, markets served, and technological breakthroughs in 
order to produce a product or render a service based on significant innovation. 

Radical innovation often requires more resources, e.g. money and time, than in-
cremental innovation. Developing a breakthrough innovation can require a ten-year 
period, along with investments of millions of dollars (Monroe, 1993). Radical in-
novations are often based on new technology, knowledge etc., which can be diffi-
cult to find in a company that has focused on developing a single product based on 
a single technology. 

The radical innovation of a product does not necessarily need to make it better 
than other products on the market, but it provides the possibility for greater im-
provement, and could in the future lead to a larger market share. 

According to Figure 11, it is not possible to make a clear division between in-
cremental and radical innovation; rather, these two states are extremes of a con-
tinuous scale. 

Substitutive

The nature of new technology

Major Incremental
Innovation

Major Radical
Innovation

Minor Radical
Innovation

Minor Incremental
Innovation

Additive

Low

High

Amount of
new knowledge
to be acquired
and applied

 

Figure 11. Innovation plot from Hall and Adriani (2003) describes different types of 
innovation. 

3.2.2. Incremental innovation 

Tuchman and Romanelli (1985) describe incremental innovations as those that en-
courage the status quo. Incremental innovation can be seen as an update of soft-
ware or a minor change of a physical product. The product still has potential to be 
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developed and achieve better performance along the S-curve. Incremental innova-
tion means small improvements between generations of the product, but not be-
tween different technologies. In reference to Figure 11, this is Technology 1 or 
Technology 2 studied as a unique technology. If the innovation improves, the 
knowledge of both component and architecture is incremental; if it changes both of 
these, it is radical (Hall and Kerr, 2003). 

According to Abernathy and Utterback (1978), the technological evolution of a 
product in a branch tends to emerge as a “dominant design”, which Suarez and Ut-
terback (1995) have defined as a “specific path, along an industry’s design hierar-
chy, which establishes dominance among competing design paths”. Following the 
development trajectory of the dominant design product shows an incremental inno-
vation. 

3.3. Integration 

There is a multifaceted interest in integration, and the view of how environmental 
considerations should be integrated into a company’s work and product develop-
ment is changing. Integration is a commonly used word, both in literature and in 
society, but the interpretation of what the word means varies. In his textbook on 
Innovation Management and New Product Development, Trott (2005) defines inte-
gration as “the ability to harmonise a diverse range of activities and people”. It is 
the view here that this definition could be extended with ”in order to create 
value”. 

Sustainable development and the integration of environmental considerations 
aim for change through development of what organisations are doing. As noted by 
Ritzén (2000), “Porras and Robertsson emphasise that the development of organi-
sations requires development of the members in the organisation. To perform suc-
cessful changes, i.e. planned changes that last in the long-term, changes are re-
quired in individual behaviour, not only in neutral attitude.” In other words, the 
business system influences the individuals’ behaviour and the individuals’ behav-
iour influence the business system. Porras and Robertson (1992) have identified 
that organisational arrangements, social factors, physical settings, and technology 
(see Figure 12) influences the behaviour of organisational members. 
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2. Physical ambience
3. Interior design
4. Architectual design

1. Tools, equipment
and machinery

2. Information technology
3. Job design
4. Work flow design
5. Technical expertice
6. Technical procedures
7. Technical systems  

Figure 12. Factors influencing organisational work (Porras and Robertson, 1992). 

Integration can be achieved on different levels in a company and in various di-
mensions, e.g. between different areas of technology and between different func-
tions in the company’s organisation (Fiksel, 2001; Johannesson et al., 2004). The 
following section starts with a general perspective on the integration of various 
aspects in the product development process, while the subsequent section deals 
with the integration of environmental considerations. 

3.3.1. Integration in product development 

Today, design engineers in product development projects have to consider more 
and more aspects, for example performance, packaging, quality, economy, safety, 
etc (Pugh, 1999). In addition to the more traditional aspects, the environment also 
must now has to be considered. This places high demands on the integration proc-
ess as well as on the company to learn new ways of working. One way to integrate 
aspects into a product is via the product specification. The technical specification 
gives the overall directions for the product that will be developed. Sometimes this 
specification is developed in a pre-project, and other times within the development 
project. Regardless of when it is developed, a frequent question is how detailed it 
should be. Some authors suggest that the specification should be set early and after 
that not changed. When a specification changes over time, it is sometimes called a 
“creeping specification”. Another approach is to first develop a general specifica-
tion and to subsequently add further details as the development process proceeds. 
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Figure 13. An illustration of different directions from where aspects can be inte-
grated into the Product Development Process (PDP); in this case, the factory illus-
trates a company. 

Another example of integration in product development is mechatronics. 
Mechatronics occurs when integration has gone so far that mechanics, electronics 
and computing have merged into a single new subject. At the same time that a 
product becomes more complex, new techniques are developed from old ones. An-
other fast-growing field is biomechatronics, where biology plays a part as well. 

A company’s principles for its way of working with matters such as manage-
ment systems and integration should be clarified at a strategic level. Such decisions 
affect all the departments in the company. 

On a lower level in the company, integration can consist of adding new foci to 
its product development. These foci could be on the integration of a new tool or 
specific knowledge in product development projects. This change affects depart-
ments and staff connected to the project, and is done on a tactical level at the com-
pany. A new priority can enter the project in two different ways: via the product 
specification as requirements coming from internal and external demands, or via 
education of the staff. Education can act as a catalyst for personal initiative and 
commitment for integrating the new priorities. 

The lowest level of integration can be to add a new tool within the development 
process or to employ a specialist for a specialised tool. This is on an operational 
level, with short time frames to fulfil. 

The external and internal priorities introduced via the technical specification, as 
shown on the left-hand side of Figure 13 are important in the product development 
process. There is an abundance of literature concerning methods for analysis and 
explicit project management, e.g. as indicated in Section 3.1. However, there is 
also a more intuitive, creative and communicative basis for the product develop-
ment processes as well, which can be referred to as personal experience and en-
gagement as seen on the lower right-hand side of Figure 13 This thesis primarily 
deals with this “softer” side of the development process. 
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3.3.2. Integration of environmental considerations 

In the late 1990s, after initial developments and standardization of LCA and Envi-
ronmental Management Systems (EMS), there were a number of studies that some-
how questioned the perspective of a company’s environmental work. For example, 
in Swedish studies on Ecodesign, Karlsson (1998) suggested a model for how envi-
ronmental assessment methods could develop a clearer relation to improvements of 
the societies’ resources and not only focus on the analysis of environmental degra-
dation. Arborelius (1999) described a development from a start in ad-hoc reactions 
on external alarms, via development of an internal focus of environmental concern 
and formalization of environmental methods, to integration of environmental con-
siderations in the total business development. 

The types of suggestions above concerning the need for methodological devel-
opment formed a background perspective during the early phase of this thesis 
work. The general literature on sustainable development largely deals with analy-
ses and takes a rather static perspective on the balance between different priorities. 

One important step in the work for the integration of environmental priorities 
with other development priorities was the foundation of the United Nation’s World 
Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) in 1983. This organisa-
tion, which published the Brundtland report in 1987, created an interest in sustain-
able development. 

The most recognized integrative dimension of the Brundtland report Our Com-
mon Future is that it highlights a need for a balance between different priority ar-
eas. The report also stresses a need for cooperation in a process of change to en-
hance both current and future human quality of life. 

“Sustainable development is a process of change in which the exploitation of 
resources, the direction of investments, the orientation of technical development 
and institutional change are all in harmony and enhance both current and future 
potential to meet human needs and aspirations.” (WCED, 1987) 

The Club of Rome worked on those issues during the 1990s and presented the 
sustainability challenge in a more industrial language in Factor Four by Weizäcker 
et al, (1998), which contains fifty examples of quadrupled resource productivity. 

During the last decades, there has been an abundance of promotion and research 
aiming to establish better macro-level policies and new institutional arrangements 
to promote reductions of environmental loads. Carley and Christie (2000) also dis-
cuss more indirect paths of sustainability management actions such as awareness, 
management and skills capability. 

The earlier shift of focus, from the emissions of a company’s plant to the prod-
uct’s life cycles, has been followed by a change from specialised environmental 
departments to integration of environmental considerations into the product devel-
opment processes. A number of authors have argued that environmental targets 
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should be treated the same way as the more established product development tar-
gets (Bragd, 2002; Handfield et al., 2001; Magnusson, 2003). 

Different authors have discussed different factors/driving forces as important to 
enable the integration of environmental considerations into the product develop-
ment process and the product. Ritzén (2000), for example, has discussed the usage 
of support tools and the adjustment of work procedures as well as the importance 
of individual commitment, the development of skills, and knowledge. According to 
Ritzén (2000), action needs to be taken at all levels of the company in order to in-
tegrate environmental aspects. The different levels could range from strategic deci-
sions from the management regarding the process and new foci, to operational de-
cisions regarding which tools to use. 

A state-of-the-art review made by Johansson (2001) discusses success factors 
for integrating Ecodesign, or environmental considerations, into product develop-
ment. This review is interesting since five crucial factors for successful product 
development are connected to the success factors for Ecodesign. The success fac-
tors identified to be of importance for successful product development were man-
agement, consumer relationships, supplier relationship, development process, com-
petence and motivation. 

3.3.3. Concluding remarks for integration 

A highly innovative process needs specialised skills which are rarely found in one 
person; these skills cover many areas and are dependent of the product complexity 
(Allen, 1986; Roberts, 1988; Von Hippel, 1990). In order to maximise the synergy 
between specialists and functions within the project, communication, collaboration 
and integration is required (Brownlie, 1987; Moenaert and Sounder, 1990; Ettlie 
and Reza, 1992; Hitt et al, 1993). According to Dougherty (1992), integration tends 
to be prevented by development of thoughts connected to individual specialisation. 
This tension between the need for differentiation and integration seems to be the 
core of organisational study. To solve this problem, a number of mechanisms have 
been proposed. These mechanisms, however, are related to costs. Status reports and 
meetings, for example, take valuable time and energy from the project (Hitt et al, 
1993). 

These mechanisms include formal and informal project leadership, formal pro-
ject planning, horizontal structures and/or cultural mechanisms (Moenaert and 
Sounder, 1990; Hitt et al, 1993). Larger and more complex projects seem to require 
more thorough mechanisms, and radical innovations may require different types of 
organisational arrangements than incremental projects (See Section 3.2). 

Daft and Lengel (1986) proposed that the organisation’s informational chal-
lenges can be divided into two different dimensions: uncertainty and equivocality. 
Equivocality describes if the project is well or poorly defined. Low equivocality 
indicates a well-defined project, where the goal of the project is clear and where all 
project participants share a common conceptual framing. In a high equivocality 
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situation, there is an uncertainty about what to accomplish. Uncertainty describes 
the amount of known technology and familiarity of components, as well as the 
amount of information required to accomplish the project. 

A study by Sicotte and Langley (2000) showed that projects with high uncer-
tainty and high equivocality required horizontal communication and formal leader-
ship. This would be the case for a high-risk, radical innovation project. The hori-
zontal communication is partly a moderator between integration mechanisms and 
performance in the project (Sicotte and Langley, 2000). A major stream of previous 
research has shown that horizontal communication is important (Zirger and Hartly, 
1994; Brown and Eisenhardt, 1995; Moenaert et al., 1995). 

The sections above highlight that there are many forms and levels of integration 
between different priorities and perspectives in the ordinary business management 
and product development processes. The traditional priorities and perspectives 
have been integrated, i.e. internalised in the company’s everyday work. The envi-
ronmental priorities used to be perceived as an external interest to reduce environ-
mental loads, but they are now starting to also be perceived as normal business, i.e. 
internal interests. This means that soft aspects such as the individual’s own knowl-
edge and informal horizontal communication seem to become a more interesting 
aspect in the integration of environmental consideration in product development 
projects. 

3.4. Design for Environment (DfE) 

During the latest two decades, Design for Environment (DfE) and Ecodesign have 
become more frequently used expressions in literature and research. In fact, there 
are several terms for more or less the same thing; this is seen in the definitions in 
Table 3, which relate to environmental considerations concerning products.  
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Table 3. Examples of different definitions within the DfE subject area (modified 
from Johansson, 2001). 

Term Definition 
Design for Environment 
(DfE) 

“systematic consideration, during new product and process 
development, of design issues associated with environmental 
and human health and safety over the full product life cycle” 
(Fiksel, 1993) 

Ecodesign “Design which address all environmental impacts of a product 
throughout the complete life cycle without unduly compromis-
ing other criteria like function, quality, cost and appearance” 
(Poyner and Simon, 1995) 
 
“Ecodesign considers environmental aspects at all stages of the 
product development process, striving for products that make 
the lowest possible impact throughout the product life cycle” 
(Brezet and van Hemel, 1997) 

Eco-effective design “Eco-effective product design aims to systematically establish 
and implement goals in product design with the aim of improv-
ing environmental performance” (Frei, 1998) 

Environmental Respon-
sible Manufacturing 
(ERM) 

“a system which integrates product and process design issues 
with issues of manufacturing production planning and control 
in such a manner as to identify, quantify, assess and manage 
the flow of environmental waste with the goal of reducing and 
ultimately minimizing its impact on the environment while also 
trying to minimize resource efficiency” (Melnyk and Smith, 
1996) 

Green design “a design process in which environmental attributes are treated 
as design objects or design opportunities, rather than as con-
straints. A key point is that green design incorporates environ-
mental objectives with minimum loss of product performance, 
useful life, or functionality” (U.S. OTA, 1992) 

Life cycle design “takes concurrent engineering one step further, whereby all life 
cycle phases – need recognition, development, production, us-
age, and including disposal or recycling – are considered si-
multaneously from the conceptual design stage through the 
detail design stage” (Alting, 1993) 

 

Design for Environment (DfE) is a strategic question which is increasingly 
more important for the management of the company (Ryding, 1995). The aim of 
DfE is “to decrease the total environmental impact of a product’s life cycle and at 
the same time satisfy society’s need of products and services” (Ryding, 1995). 

As apparent in the definitions in Table 3, the concept of environmental aspects 
plays an important role in design for environment. According to the definition 
stated in the terminology section of this thesis, an environmental aspect is an “Ele-
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ment of an organisation’s activities, products, or services that can interact with the 
environment” (ISO 14 040, 1997). One difficulty associated with design for the 
environment is finding the right aspects to consider. Each company with its spe-
cific conditions and products has different aspects to consider in the development 
process.  

The design engineer has an ever-increasing number of aspects to consider when 
developing a product. These aspects can include quality, economy, safety, etc. cou-
pled with performance aspects. The environment has become yet an additional as-
pect to bear in mind. To be able to optimise a product with all these different as-
pects, they cannot be taken care of one by one. Rather, these aspects need to be 
dealt with in an integrated manner to avoid sub-optimization. The more aspects 
accounted for, the stronger and more complete the end product will be. 

One starting point for designing products with a lower environmental burden is 
to study if the product is active or passive. Active products are products that need 
energy during the usage phase of the life cycle; examples of these are refrigerators, 
trains, and boats. Active products may also need other production systems to be 
able to deliver their function. Life cycle assessments show that for active products, 
up to 99 % of the burden can be found in the usage phase related to energy con-
sumption for active products (Hansen, 1998; Kaebernick and Soriano, 2000; Land-
field and Karra, 2000). A passive product does not need any energy to perform its 
function. Examples of passive products are a table, a fence, or a bridge; these use 
energy and other products for maintenance but not for delivering the short term 
functionality. Since passive products do not use any energy during the usage phase, 
the major burdens are normally found either during the manufacturing or in the 
end-of-life phase. 

3.5. Tools for DfE 

Various design support tools have been developed with the purpose of evaluating 
the environmental load to identify how and where improvements can be made. 
Tools can be used for different things within the development process. They can be 
used late during the development to give feedback for the next generation of prod-
ucts or early in order to give guidance for the present project. If they are used to 
support the project, the implementation phase of the result is important. 

Many of the tools have their basis in a tool or structure already known in com-
panies for other purposes. EEA (Environmental Effect Analysis) has its roots in the 
quality-assurance tool FMEA (Failure Mode and Effect Analysis). The methodol-
ogy in LC-DSM (Schlüter, 2001) has its roots in the Design Structure Matrix 
(DSM). Product Ideas Tree diagram (Jones et al., 2001) has some relation to brain-
storming. Another approach is to use a modification of the quality assurance tool 
QFD for environmental purposes, the so-called Environmental QFD (Hochman and 
O´Connell, 1993; Knight, 1999; Halog et al., 2001; Masui et al., 2001; Sakao et al., 
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2001). Implementing a new method that is based on a well-known structure can 
simplify things, since the people involved in the design process are already familiar 
with its specific way of working. 

All these tools have the same goal of improving the environmental performance 
of the product. As noted earlier, all tools have different characteristics depending 
on which tool they are based on, how they are used, or what kind of information 
they use for determining the result. 

Tools can be divided into several different groups depending on their purpose. 
One way to divide them is based on if they are support analysis or improvement 
tools. Kortman et al. (1995) state that analytical tools are used to identify environ-
mental loads as well as to compare different design alternatives. One well-known 
tool for this is LCA. The aim of improvement tools is to assist the design engineer; 
this can be done by means of checklists, guidelines and design principles. 

This thesis divides the tools into analytical and dialogue-based tools, respec-
tively. As a clarification, analytical tools mainly use quantitative data for perform-
ing the assessment, while the dialogue-based tools rely primarily on qualitative 
data. The analytical tool is dependent on absolute numerical values, while a dia-
logue-based tool can utilize trends if something is improving or getting worse. In 
this thesis, LCA has been studied as an analytical tool and EEA as a dialogue-
based tool.  

Another suggestion for categorizing tools into two basic types was made by 
Wrisberg et al (2000): analytical and procedural. A parallel study and more recent 
publication of this characterisation can be found in Finnveden and Moberg (2005). 
According to Wrisberg et al. (1995), analytical tools are used to make a model of 
the studied system in a qualitative or quantitative way by collecting information. 
This information, which is technical in nature, is used to help make decisions that 
can lead to a better result from an environmental point of view. Procedural tools, 
on the other hand, focus on procedures that will guide the way to a decision. Here, 
the analytical tools concern a more operational level, while procedural ones apply 
more to tactical and strategic levels. 

3.5.1. Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) 

Life Cycle Assessment (LCA), ISO 14 041-43, is an analytical technique for as-
sessing the potential environmental aspects associated with a product. In the LCA, 
the assessment is based on a cradle-to-grave approach. 

LCA includes four activities: goal and scope definition, inventory analysis, im-
pact assessment, and interpretation. 

Goal and scope definition is the first part of an analysis. The definition of the 
goal describes why the LCA will be done and what the result will be used for, 
while the definition of the scope identifies and defines what the study will focus on 
in order to fulfil the goal. 
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Inventory analysis is the process of collecting all the relevant data. Calculations 
are then made to relate the input/output flows in the system to the functional unit. It 
is important to have a structured method of working. 

Impact assessment is carried out to assess which activities have a significant 
environmental impact. The assessment is done with the aid of different evaluation 
methods which relate different environmental impact data categories to each other. 
The impact assessment contains the three parts of classification, characterisation, 
and weighting. The classification sorts different data categories into different envi-
ronmental effect categories. In the characterisation, inventory data are multiplied 
by a characterisation factor which is specific for each data and effect category. The 
aim of the characterisation is to evaluate which emissions give a significant envi-
ronmental effect. All data can be aggregated in the weighting phase, and there are 
no generally accepted methods for aggregation to a single number. It is important 
that this phase is transparent, since the weighting methods are based on subjective 
evaluations. 

A main and concluding part of an LCA is interpretation. The aim of this phase 
is to clarify the result, evaluate, and explain the limitations of the study and come 
to some conclusions and recommendations (ISO 14 043, 2000). 

There is an abundance of environmental science interest in LCA, and the 
method is generally considered to have a correct perspective. The method has a 
scientific systems perspective, and has a high ambition to clarify system boundaries 
and to be transparent. However, there is evidence (e.g. Karlsson 1998, Lindahl 
2005, Forsberg 2003) that industrial implementation and the actual use of LCA has 
proved difficult (see Paper V). The goal of the LCA method is often to collect com-
plete data, which means that there is a need for comprehensive environmental and 
process databases and specialist competence. 

3.5.2. Environmental Effect Analysis (EEA) 

EEA is derived from the quality tool FMEA, and uses FMEA’s way of working. In 
this thesis, EEA is characterised as a dialogue-based tool since it can use qualita-
tive data. EEA performs the same kind of systematic study on a product, but fo-
cuses on the environmental effects of a product system during its life cycle. The 
level of details and timeframe can vary, depending on the chosen goals and system 
boundaries. Since EEA is basically a qualitative method, two different technical 
systems can not be compared. 

The study is based on environmental requirements placed on the product from 
different actors. These actors can be stakeholders, customers, legislation, society 
etc. 

Companies can have EEA as an integrated part of an environmental manage-
ment system. In Sweden, both Volvo cars and Volvo group where VCE (Volvo 
Construction Equipment) is a part, have EEA in its EMS. 
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EEA includes five sequential activities: preparation, inventory, analysis, imple-
mentation, and follow-up. 

The preparation phase starts by defining the goal and scope for the analysis, and 
asks a number of questions. What is to be examined and why? What functions does 
the examined system fulfil? Which limitations and assumptions have to be made? 
Which requirements concerning data have to be fulfilled? How should the result be 
presented, and which are the target groups? 

The next step in the preparation is to create a team that will carry out the analy-
sis. The unique characteristic of EEA is that it is a group of people that carries out 
the analysis. It is an advantage if the group is the project group so it will have ac-
cess to all necessary information. The group needs to have people with knowledge 
about all the product’s life cycle phases. 

The final activity in the preparation phase is to identify environmental demands 
related to the product. Demands on products generally come from three different 
groups: authorities, market, and internal. Authority demands can be of two types, 
absolute and future. Absolute demands are laws, decrees, rules, and recommenda-
tions that must be met. The absolute demands can be seen as the minimum level 
that the company must fulfil. Future demands are regulations that will be imple-
mented in the near future. 

The inventory phase is generally the most time-consuming in an EEA. The aim 
of this phase is to identify and document the life cycle of the product and identify 
the input and output for every process. It is the EEA team that carries out this in-
ventory. The EEA group is characterised by horizontal communication with each 
team member’s functional group in the company. 

When all the information regarding the product or the system being studied has 
been collected, the analysis and evaluation work can begin. The aim of the evalua-
tion is to identify which activities cause the most environmental impact. At present, 
a number of different evaluation methods are available. 

The different activities are often entered into a valuation matrix, depending on 
the Environmental Priority Number (EPN) and the improvement possibility. From 
this matrix the EEA-team identifies certain “hot spots” that should be handled first. 

More information about EEA can be found in the appendix. 
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4  
Summary of appended 

papers 

This chapter provides a short summary of the papers appended in this thesis. The 
papers are summarised with the aim of the study, results obtained and division of 
work, followed by a conclusion. The chapter focuses on how the different papers 
have built the research experience and contributed information for the main re-
search question, i.e. how to integrate environmental aspects into the product devel-
opment process. 

4.1. The Challenge of Environmental 
Improvement in Different Types of 
Innovation Projects (Paper I) 

(by Johan Tingström, presented at IDMME04, Bath, England) 

This paper was selected together with 32 other papers to be part of a book summa-
rising the main findings presented at the conference (see list of other publications 
on page VI). 

The study described in this paper builds on experiences from the author’s licen-
tiate thesis work. This study also formed the basis for Paper V, where LCA and 
EEA have been compared, as representatives for analytical respectively dialogue-
based tools, to one another based on a literature study. 

4.1.1. The aim 

The aim of this paper was to examine, based on a literature study and earlier 
experience how different environmental tools relate to different types of innova-
tion. In this paper, different DfE Tools are related to different types of innovation. 
The different innovation approaches are radical and incremental. The different 
tools used in this study were Design Handbook, EEA, and LCA. 
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4.1.2. Conclusion 

The aim of this paper was to examine how environmental tools of different charac-
ter – dialogue-based and analytical respectively – relate to different types of inno-
vation. In this paper, the DfE Tools were assessed for use in radical as well as in-
cremental innovation. The literature study focused on innovation and different sup-
port tools for use in product development processes. 

To be able to use the results from support tools within a product development 
project, the tools must quickly and efficiently yield a result. Earlier research from 
the author and other researchers indicates that EEA can evaluate the environmental 
performance of a new product concept faster than LCA, and that this could be a 
reason why EEA is preferred in radical innovation processes. 

For making incremental product changes, models and data from earlier products 
can be reused, which in turn reduces the work load. This favours LCA, since LCA 
tools work with a product model comprising quantitative environmental data and 
analysis. Modifications of such models are easier for incremental changes than for 
radical changes. 

For the state in-between radical and incremental it is more difficult to give a 
definite answer; this area can be further divided according to Figure 11. For minor 
radical change, where new technology has been added but not much knowledge 
and major incremental changes made, and where new knowledge has been added 
but not much technology, both EEA and LCA are suitable. In the area for minor 
radical changes, LCA can be useful since something has been substituted. If a nu-
merical model and data from the previous design process exists, this can be reused. 
For the other case with major incremental changes, the reverse is true; since incre-
mental is based on a bigger change, major changes favour a screening method to 
achieve a rapid evaluation of concepts. 

Since a design handbook can contain information such as design solutions, 
steering documents, checklists and guidelines, it can be useful regardless of the 
level of innovation. Design handbooks should be a dynamically updated tool; this 
can be accomplished by continual inclusion of experiences from new projects. 

Contribution to the thesis 

Paper I illustrates that the need for tools varies between companies and develop-
ment projects. Some weaknesses and strengths for the dialogue-based and analyti-
cal types of tools studied have been discussed. 

4.2. Non-Functional Demands in Swedish 
Organisations (Paper II) 

(by Johan Tingström and Dag Swartling, presented at QMOD 7th, Monterrey, Mex-
ico) 
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The interview study was made by the author of this thesis, while Dag Swartling 
contributed with knowledge concerning out/insourcing. The author of this thesis 
was responsible for writing the paper, and carried out the majority of the analysis 
work. 

4.2.1. The aim 

The aim of the study was to examine how a number of representative Swedish 
companies developing consumer products work with non-functional demands and 
desires from customers. In this study, non-functional demands related to industrial 
design, ergonomics, and environmental issues have been in focus. 

4.2.2. Result 

The study revealed that the participating companies did in fact value industrial de-
sign and ergonomics more than environmental issues. Despite this, out of the 7 
companies investigated, 6 had industrial design, ergonomics, and environmental 
issues incorporated from the beginning in their development projects. The same 6 
companies had milestones, i.e. checkpoints, for industrial design; 3 of the compa-
nies had milestones for ergonomics issues; and 1 had milestones for environmental 
considerations as a formal process. 

The companies interviewed had in-house competence for handling the majority 
of situations. There was a difference between which issues were addressed in the 
different companies. Competence in industrial design and ergonomics was pro-
vided by specialists, while environmental issues had a lower priority and were han-
dled through project or thesis work by bachelor students. 

All respondents said that it was important to give the customers some kind of 
“delighter”, i.e. something extra in addition to the technical performance of a prod-
uct. In the future, they thought that it would be more important in a competitive 
market to give the customers such additional features. To be able to do this, those 
interviewed thought that it was important to have active support from management, 
and claimed to have this support. 

4.2.3. Conclusions 

The conclusions of this study were that both the customers and companies valued 
industrial design highest of the three aspects discussed, and that they generally had 
all three aspects integrated into their product development process, but also that 
companies spend less resources on environmental aspects than on design and ergo-
nomic. 

Contribution to the thesis 

The paper investigated the perceived importance of non-functional requirements 
that Swedish companies have both from internal and external demands. Also dis-
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cussed was how these demands were integrated into the development process, and 
if they were dealt with inside the organisation. 

4.3. Integrating Environmental Aspects in 
Products (Paper III) 

(by Johan Tingström and Anne-Marie Åkermark, presented at NordDesign2004, 
Tampere, Finland) 

The author of this thesis was responsible for writing this paper as well as conduct-
ing the interview study, while Anne-Marie Åkermark contributed with knowledge 
and experience from her earlier studies of Swedish design engineers. Both authors 
were equally involved in the analysis of the study. 

4.3.1. The aim 

This study is based on the results from the same study from Paper II, which in-
volved interviews at seven Swedish companies developing and manufacturing con-
sumer products. The study was supported by experiences from studies in Swedish 
companies previously conducted by Åkermark (2003). This study was analysed 
with a focus on environmental work only, and combined with results from Åker-
mark’s previous study. 

4.3.2. Results 

The companies’ staff expressed that they did not feel the same pressure concerning 
environmental considerations as they did some years ago. According to the seven 
companies, their customers had lost some of their interest in environmental ques-
tions regarding their products. The way to increase their market share and attract 
customers, they felt, was to lower the price rather than improving the environ-
mental performance of the product. Despite this, all companies except one had toll-
gates or checkpoints during the development process where environmental issues 
were dealt with. Personnel commitment, together with management commitment, 
were regarded as important internal driving forces. 

All companies except one judged that their customers valued environmentally 
sound products the same way as the company did; only one company claims that 
they had higher demands than their customers. 

The interview respondents had a low awareness of tools for handling environ-
mentally-related issues and how to use them. One company had LCA tools, which 
were tailor-made for that company. 

4.3.3. Conclusions 

The companies interviewed did not consider environmental improvements to be an 
important factor in increasing their market shares. When the customers lack inter-
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est, drivers need to come from other directions, e.g. internally. In this study, man-
agement’s commitment and employee involvement were highlighted as important 
drivers. 

The companies thought that they knew their customers’ requirements concern-
ing environmental importance; these companies perceived their customers as valu-
ing environmental concerns in the same way as they did. The customers did not 
have higher or lower demands, and the companies placed products on the market 
that their customers asked for. 

Contribution to the thesis 

The study gave information about how Swedish companies value and work with 
environmental demands. The findings in this paper provided knowledge for appli-
cation in the subsequent papers. 

4.4. The Relationship between Environmental 
Analysis and the Dialogue Process in 
Product Development (Paper IV) 

(by Johan Tingström and Reine Karlsson, published in Journal of Cleaner Produc-
tion) 

The author of this thesis, who had contact with VCE (Volvo Construction Equip-
ment) which is a part of Volvo group, was the initiator of this study. He was re-
sponsible for writing the first draft of this paper before Karlsson slightly changed 
its focus and supported it with enhanced analysis. The first draft of this paper was 
meant to be the concluding paper in the licentiate thesis (Tingström, 2003). After 
revision and complementing with additional information, this paper acts as a con-
necting link to merge in the knowledge from the licentiate thesis to the doctoral 
thesis. 

4.4.1. The aim 

The aim of this study was to gain a better understanding of how different kinds of 
tools could be organised to enable design teams to take environmental aspects into 
consideration. As a way to assess the relation between the needs of dialogue and 
analysis, three different combinations of EEA and LCA were discussed with staff 
members at VCE in Eskilstuna, Sweden. 

4.4.2. Results 

The staff at VCE preferred using EEA before LCA. One reason for the preference 
of this alternative was that there is an obvious similarity between EEA and FMEA, 
a quality assessment tool which the staff at VCE was familiar with. This means that 
they found it easier and faster to get started with EEA vs. LCA. This was consid-
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ered important by the design engineers, as they were eager to find early guidance to 
be able to implement environmental considerations and design changes before a 
project had progressed too far. They also thought that EEA would provide them 
with a quicker result. 

The reason for their preference was that they considered it essential that 
Ecodesign fit in with the established product development process. Otherwise, the 
environmental work is a parallel process to the development process. If the envi-
ronmental work is a parallel process, then it is difficult to make any real use of the 
environmental assessment results. It is also important to have tools that are easy to 
use for the staff. If it takes too long before a tool provides a result, then it will be of 
no use for the project, and those results will simply end up as documentation. Or-
ganisations/staff have a tendency of taking the path with the least resistance. In this 
case, using known tools speed up the result and make the staff more comfortable. 

4.4.3. Conclusions 

The combination of tools with EEA before LCA fits into VCE’s product develop-
ment process, and is in line with the use of other tools such as those used for elimi-
nating concepts. This is also in line with concept elimination in product develop-
ment. VCE saw EEA as a tool which was easier to use than LCA in connection 
with their product development. 

Contribution to the thesis 

This paper summarises advantages and disadvantages for different combinations of 
tools, and provides information and understanding about how those companies 
value the different combinations of tools. 

4.5. Sustainability Management in Product 
Development Projects — The ABB 
Experience (Paper V) 

(by Johan Tingström, Lennart Swanström and Reine Karlsson, published in Jour-
nal of Cleaner Production) 

The paper has a foundation in Lennart Swanström’s experience from working at 
ABB Corporate Research, internal documents, and interviews conducted by the 
author of this thesis. Reine Karlsson supported with the analysis and had continu-
ous contact with the company’s “gate owner”. The gate owner is responsible for 
the product, in this case, capacitors. All the authors above contributed to the writ-
ing of the paper. 
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4.5.1. The aim 

This study was to describe ABB’s integration of environmental aspects into a pre-
liminary version of its product development process. This process is called the 
ABB GATE Model and was developed by ABB. 

4.5.2. Results 

This industrial case describes and assesses both the development process structure 
and the improved product performance and characteristics at ABB Power Technol-
ogy in Ludvika. The process structure changed to a pre-version of the GATE 
Model, while the product changed to a new technological solution. 

For supporting decisions during the development process, LCA was used with 
the objective of identifying environmental aspects. Additionally, requirements were 
placed on making the manufacturing process safer and more environmentally 
sound, since occupational health and safety are other important issues that must be 
considered during the product development phase. 

The new type of capacitor has technical benefits in relation to the conventional 
design, e.g. no risk for leaks of insulation liquid due to the dry design, reduction of 
weight, reduced ground area required for a capacitor bank installation, and low 
acoustic emission. Since the new capacitor is made from plastic, it is 80% lighter 
than the previous type of capacitor. Lower weight means less resource and material 
use, and also less environmental impact during transportation to site. 

4.5.3. Conclusions 

The GATE Model provides the framework for the working process and also de-
fines the roles and responsibilities of the various people involved in the project. 
Each project leader has the full responsibility to take actions in questions concern-
ing sustainability. 

This model is now a mandatory tool at ABB for the management of product de-
velopment projects. In combination with a supporting sustainability toolbox, this 
structure provides a high degree of flexibility. This toolbox contains information 
such as restriction lists, guidelines for LCA, company policies regarding environ-
mental issues, and electrical equipment standards. The toolbox provides informa-
tion for the project as well as instructions regarding whom to contact to get addi-
tional information. The observations about the new way of working imply that 
ABB considers the new structure to be of importance in its projects. 

Contribution to the thesis 

This paper contributes with an understanding of how the development process 
structure interacts with members in a development project. The paper highlights the 
research challenges in relation to company work with integration of environmental 
considerations in product development processes. 
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4.6. Management of radical innovation and 
environmental challenges - Development of 
the DryQ capacitor at ABB (Paper VI) 

(by Gunilla Ölundh Sandström and Johan Tingström, submitted to European Jour-
nal of Innovation Management) 

For the beginning the authors had two individual projects, which eventually 
merged into one. Interviews, writing and analysis were conducted by both authors. 
The industrial case that was used is partly the same as that presented in Paper V. 

4.6.1. The aim 

The author’s aim for this case study was to describe how the DryQ capacitor was 
developed from technical specifications to final product. 

4.6.2. Results 

ABB had the vision to develop a dry capacitor many years before it initiated the 
DryQ project. The project is based on a combination of many different technolo-
gies. ABB needed to reach the right level of knowledge in order to understand how 
to solve the technological problems, and at the same time consider society’s re-
quirements on environmental performance and sustainability. One interesting fac-
tor is the statement from ABB that “When developing a new technology it is a very 
good opportunity for the handling of environmental aspects. This shall be consid-
ered for the project.” This statement illustrates the understanding of the importance 
placed upon environmental aspects early in the project for developing new tech-
nology, while at the same time having environmental considerations in mind. It is 
also a positive statement regarding the possibilities that go along with developing a 
new technology. 

From the beginning, environmental parameters were included in the technical 
specification, and the aim was to develop an “environmentally-friendly” capacitor. 
Included in the specification was that the capacitor should be “dry” (i.e. no use of 
oil as insulation), and with a lower environmental impact over its life cycle. One 
respondent argued that in the DryQ project, the environmental commitment was 
strong because the gate owner was an environmental champion. 

This project put new demands on the staff members, since they were not used to 
handling environmental parameters. Several respondents considered the product 
itself an environmental product when it is in a system. Several respondents high-
lighted that it was stimulating for them on a personal level to take environmental 
considerations into account. 
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The analysis in this paper is based on a state-of-art review made by Johansson 
(2001) where success factors for integrating environmental considerations are dis-
cussed. 

4.6.3. Conclusions 

ABB faced two difficult challenges: to develop the new technology and to decrease 
its environmental impact. The product fulfilled the original technical requirements, 
and ABB succeeded in developing a dry capacitor for high voltage applications. 
Combined with demanding and challenging technical development, ABB managed 
at the same time to lower the new product’s overall environmental load. 

The research shows that in order to be able to reach environmental improve-
ment through innovative solutions, having a mindset of improvement is more im-
portant than environmental checklists. 

Contribution to the thesis 

One main contribution is the general discussion of whether a process structure 
should be formal or informal in order to support different innovation types. This 
paper has also contributed with a deeper understanding of integration of environ-
mental considerations in innovative product development projects. 
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5  
Results and analysis 

This chapter summarises the results and analyses from the different studies, begin-
ning with the overall results in the concluding case study. The results presented in 
this chapter are drawn primarily from the different studies presented in the papers 
attached to this thesis. It has also been completed with extra information from other 
studies that the author has conducted. The findings are presented in the same order 
as the different research questions presented in Section 1.4. Section 5.1 presents 
material regarding important factors for integrating environmental aspects into the 
development process, followed by a more thorough explanation of the development 
process itself (Section 5.2) and tools used for evaluation of environmental perform-
ance (Section 5.3). In the final section (5.4), a synthesis of the overall result pre-
sented in this chapter is presented. 

5.1. Integration factors 

The different studies within this thesis show that there are many different factors 
that influence the integration of environmental aspects into the development proc-
ess. Starting from a high level in the company, the management have played differ-
ent roles in different companies. In some companies, they needed to foster enthusi-
asm among their staff in order to reach both overall and project-related goals.  

The result in Study 2 differs between different companies in how active their 
management was in supporting the product development; their degree of activeness 
ranged from interested to uninterested. In one other company, the staff had asked 
for instructions in how to deal with environmental issues, but the management was 
not interested. In this case, the staff was interested in integrating environmental 
aspects from the beginning, but the management focused on other aspects such as 
time-to-market (Papers II and III). Here, the staff did what they thought was best 
for the environment with the knowledge they had. Hence, management is important 
for deciding and pointing out directions for the staff. In the study, the opposite was 
true as well. One company received extra time within the project to manage envi-
ronmental issues. In this case, the managers were much more interested, and also 
had an environmental strategy for the company. 

For VCE (Paper IV), the environmental work was a part of the process. The 
management had pointed out the direction of the environmental work in policies 
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and integrated environmental considerations into the development process. VCE 
had a person working in an environmental function who could be used as a re-
source in projects to support decisions. 

In the ABB case (Papers V and VI), the person responsible for the product (gate 
owner) was headhunted because of his experience in developing a dry product as 
well as his environmental work. This person came from another ABB company 
where dry products had been developed. The project was characterised as having a 
high environmental profile. One respondent argued that in the DryQ project, the 
environmental commitment was strong because the gate owner was an environ-
mental champion. The gate owner was also clear that the new capacitor should be 
as good as or better than the old one, both regarding performance and environ-
mental aspects; thus, everyone knew what to strive for. 

A member of the project team at ABB expressed that “The gate owner was a 
dedicated person and entrepreneur, but we also need to support each other”. Other 
comments were “The most important drivers in this project were personal ideas 
from managers and the ability to save money” and “without an enthusiastic leader 
it would not have been possible”. According to one member, it was “important for 
a leader to be able to inspire with enthusiasm and lead the forces”. All members 
needed to feel that they were a part of the project. In the case of the DryQ project, 
an extra difficulty was the project organisation. Never before had the different 
companies collaborated in a project. New for the DryQ project was that five differ-
ent companies in four countries were involved. The distributed nature of the project 
also put new demands on the actors to work together over distance. Staff involved 
in this project was not used to this form of collaborative work between different 
countries. In order to achieve this, they needed to focus on the same thing and real-
ise that trust and respect were important aspects in order to succeed with collabora-
tive work. They also needed to realize that they were all individuals with different 
cultural backgrounds, and that it would take time and effort before they could fully 
understand each other. In the case of ABB, those involved in the project needed to 
put old quarrels aside and work together to reach a common goal; in fact, some of 
the different companies were past competitors. 

In order to be able to produce innovative concepts and products, the staff at 
ABB needed to feel secure in their work. This means that errors were accepted as 
part of the process, but also perceived as vital in order to stimulate the creativity 
and innovation process. From a project management perspective, deadlines were 
more important to follow than counting errors. When developing an innovative 
product, the staff must feel comfortable with their own situation. 

As a member of the project team at ABB expressed it: “I could ask a stupid 
question and still be accepted as a person. There is/was no prestige.” 

A resent study of collaboration between engineering designers and industrial 
designers (Persson, 2005) showed that collaboration between the different team 
members is needed to create a collective mindset. They need to see the common 
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goal in the project and in the company. In addition, to be able to create a working 
environment which is not prestigious, the management plays an important role. In a 
review of the literature in the area, several authors comment on active management 
in a positive way (e.g. Boks and Pascual, 2004; Eisenhardt and Tabrizi, 1995; Jo-
hansson, 2001; McDermott, 1999; Verzyer, 1998). To be able to integrate envi-
ronmental aspects into the development process, there are several elements that are 
crucial for success. 

Both VCE and ABB began early with environmental work in Sweden, and have 
been influential in the development of the subject. They have both participated in 
large research projects and student projects related to environmental work. Their 
management also has had a strong tradition in environmental work; this was be-
cause the companies had strong management that realized the value of the envi-
ronmental work. The Management must provide resources such as time and 
money, as well as guidance. If management is not interested in environmental is-
sues, why should the rest of the staff be? According to Handfield et al. (2001), it is 
essential that management emphasise the importance of environmental issues in 
product development. 

There are also a number of factors related to motivation, commitment, learning, 
level of education, and creativity, these have been combined under the label “mind-
set”. Observed by Tingström and Åkermark (2003) and in Study 4 is that one posi-
tive side effect which should not be underestimated is that even with a brief period 
of education, questions are raised. When people become interested or when they 
feel that they can influence the design of a product or service, then they are eager 
to learn more, often by themselves. Running some type of environmental education 
each year will remind, inform, and highlight the issue for design engineers. The 
education requested is almost the same as information, and this can of course be 
provided in a number of different ways. Added to the educational aspect and its 
importance in product development are personal commitment and increasing 
knowledge on a personal level. Education is needed in order to create a mindset 
where the people involved in projects can act and make decisions based on increas-
ing knowledge. The creativity of the personnel in the projects can bring the envi-
ronmental work as well as other aspects to a new level. 

An important aspect for achieving the environmental targets noted among the 
staff working with the DryQ project was personal commitment to these environ-
mental aspects. This personal commitment was also highlighted as a very important 
internal driving force in Study 2. The LCA specialist at ABB stated that the envi-
ronmental commitment was strong, and the reactions on good environmental data 
were positive. 

A learning organisation is characterised by increasing competence and skill 
among its staff (Karlsson, 1995). To support such development, it is essential to 
gather information, experiences and refined interpretations such as suggested de-
sign solutions from every product design process. This information is stored in a 
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way that enables easy access for subsequent projects. The example of a central in-
formation carrier can be a database for product data management, and the knowl-
edge can be refined e.g. to guidelines and integrated into the methodology for the 
development process. As a support tool, both VCE and ABB have lists with sub-
stances that should be prevented in their products. The Volvo group has its lists 
available to the public, while ABB limits the access to its list via its Intranet. The 
reason for the lists is the same for both companies. As for Volvo with VCE, it were 
one of the first companies in Sweden to use lists with material that should be pre-
vented in products. Within VCE, there is a database where project experiences are 
stored. As a last stage in the product development process, a summary of experi-
ences from the project are extracted from this database (Paper IV). 

As mentioned earlier, it is important that the knowledge within a company in-
creases over time in order for it to be able to continue to create improved products 
in the future. Information feedback can take different forms, both in on-going edu-
cation of the staff and by providing them with support; ABB’s handbook for design 
engineers is but one example. Education and training of staff is important to create 
the mindset and the experiences that the design engineers need to feel comfortable 
in designing for the environment, as well as provide them with good examples of 
design solutions (Erenfeld and Lennox, 1997; Karlsson, 1997; Ritzén, 2000). ABB 
has reached such a level of competence that design engineers can take many deci-
sions regarding environmental aspects in product development with the help of the 
on-line “tool-box” (Paper V). This is based on ISO 14 001(1996), which states that 
a staff shall have appropriate education for its task. The interpretation of this could 
be that all design engineers and others involved in the development process should 
have, at the very least, basic training in Ecodesign. This education is of vital impor-
tance both for having an understanding for the product performance as well as for 
using tools assessing environmental performance. 

Engineers are problem-solvers; given information and instructions, they should 
be capable of solving problems in a variety of different ways (Figure 5). To be able 
to solve the problems they face, they need to have basic knowledge and experience, 
but also the knowledge to foresee difficulties concerning problems they face. This 
they can gain from educating themselves or by being given the opportunity to be 
educated or trained. In reality, design engineers can make decisions by themselves 
or in co-operation with the rest of the product development team. To be able to 
have an innovative development, an innovative mindset in all levels of the organi-
sation is required (Tidd et al., 1997). 

One problem that some companies faced with the potential to break down the 
needed mindset was that their customers did not value environmental performance 
the same way as the company did (Papers II, III, V and VI). If a company strives to 
reach a higher level of something, such as for example environmental performance 
or social responsibility, the customers might value it enough to buy the products. In 
this case, it could be tempting for the company to change its priority and to design 
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just the products customers ask and pay for, but the company should have a more 
long-term strategic approach than that. The company needs to see beyond the cus-
tomers short-term requirements, and to direct there long-term research and devel-
opment to meet future market needs based on increased environmental aware 
among customers. 

There are many factors that influence the success of integrating environmental 
aspects into the development process. One finding from this research is that many 
of these factors are on a basic level and aim to give staff knowledge, responsibility, 
some freedom or free scope for creativity, and a feeling of security in what they are 
doing. But there are also some dark clouds in the sky; management needs to pro-
vide staff with the opportunity to have some time for reflection and learning from 
project experience. Also, customers play an important role in asking for products 
with better environmental performance, or that the company resist short-term con-
sumer requests if they are not asking for products with a better environmental pro-
file. 

5.2. Product development process 

The product development process, in various forms, is something that exists in 
some form in almost all companies. Its existence is a sort of instruction for how 
things can or should be done when developing products. In this thesis the product 
development process is divided into two different levels. The process can be seen 
as an overall process framework with a number of activities in a line from idea to 
product. Theses activities can be further broken down into different sub-activities, 
these sub-activities as presented in Section 5.2.1. 

Most companies have some kind of overarching process to follow when they 
develop a product, regardless if it is a new product or an improvement of an exist-
ing product. The overall product development process can be made out from the 
need in each company. The overall result in the companies studied for this thesis 
show that eight of nine companies had a structured documented development proc-
ess. The fact that most companies have structured product development processes 
implies that they believe it is commercially viable and sound methodology (see 
Figure 8 and Figure 9). This implies that they have an understanding for the com-
plexity of product development, and would like to aim for making the process eas-
ier by using known structures. The only company not having a documented, struc-
tured development process was the only small company (< 49 employees) studied, 
described in Papers II and III. Despite the fact that it did not have a structured de-
velopment process, this company’s customers considered its products to be the best 
on the market. According to this company, its development was characterised by a 
staff with a lot of internal verbal communication and which tried to find a good 
solution for the product. 
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The last two studies were made on VCE (Study 1) and ABB (Study 4), two 
large multinational companies. On a general level, both companies had textbook 
development processes. Their overall models in this case were similar to the Stage-
Gate models often presented by Cooper (1993), which is a further development of 
Figure 9. To have a structured overall process with gates is nothing new within 
product development; Procter & Gamble had a system implemented as early as 
1964 (Cooper, 1993). A stage-gate model is characterised by having a clear focus 
on evaluating the project with gates as go/no-go points. These models are com-
pany-adapted, and the company itself decides what should be reviewed at these 
gates. It is important that the development process is developed and adapted to the 
situation in the company; otherwise, it will be a bureaucratic obstacle for the staff. 
Both companies also have introduced environmental aspects along with other as-
pects such as performance and economy (for a more thorough description, see Pa-
pers IV and V). 

Within its development process, VCE holds environmental reviews in addition 
to its review of other aspects of development. The first environmental review is 
made during the concept study. Depending on if it is a new product or a new gen-
eration of an existing product, different steps are taken in the development process. 
This means that all gates are not always passed in all projects. 

In the case with ABB, that it had implemented their product development 
model, GATE Model as a mandatory structure including sustainability considera-
tions implies that the company believed it to be trustworthy. The interviews have 
shown that the project participants had a common understanding of, and interest in, 
the GATE Model’s way of working. The combination of these observations indi-
cates that the documentation and engagement in relation to the GATE Model con-
tributed to the project’s success. This by itself does not prove that the use of the 
GATE Model reduced the product’s environmental load. The mere existence of a 
model or structure to follow does not automatically ensure a product with less envi-
ronmental impact (Poole et al, 1999), but the possibility is greater when a company 
follows a structure, together with tools which are easy to learn and easy to imple-
ment. 

The GATE Model was found to support the project and staff within the project. 
For example, activities that were previously done ad-hoc were now planned into 
the project. As one member of the staff expressed it; “it feels like you do not need 
to be worried that things will not be considered in the right way today”. In other 
words, it was found that that the GATE Model structure supported the project in a 
way that things were not forgotten. 

Both VCE and ABB have systems for integrating environmental aspects early in 
the product development. In the DryQ project, the environmental targets were set 
in a pre-study to the main project. In this case, the environmental work did not 
come as some add-on during the project. Many researchers (e.g. Bhamra et al., 
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1999 and Ritzén, 2000) have highlighted the value of adding environmental con-
siderations as early as possible and not handling them independently. 

A product’s development is characterised by uncertainty to some level; other-
wise, it would not be “developing” if all parameters were known. As a part of mak-
ing the situation easier for the design engineer, a structured process can be useful, 
In Figure 5 (Ullman, 2003), the product is the result of the knowledge of the proc-
ess and the domain knowledge. Having a structure, but not too strict a structure, is 
important. 

In a rational cause-and-effect perspective for ABB reported in Papers V-VI, the 
reality is that some of the product improvements, or perhaps even additional im-
provements, could have been accomplished within the previous product develop-
ment management structure. This thesis author’s opinion is that the structure of the 
preliminary version of the GATE Model helped ABB’s product development staff 
to succeed with many environmental improvements. In other words, ABB had a 
structure to follow, and it had the tools to use within this structure. 

As noted earlier in this section, a well-defined and documented development 
process is needed, one that states which order to do things in on a general level. 
This can be seen as a project model to ensure that things are done or regarded in 
some way during the development. According to Belliveau et al, (2002), the over-
all product development process is one factor that helps in crossing the “valley of 
death”, which is the gap between research and development. 

5.2.1. Sub-activities in the development process 

In the case with ABB, a preliminary version of the extended ABB GATE Model, 
with the addition of sustainability aspects, was used in the development of a new 
generation of high-voltage power capacitors. Sustainability requirements, along 
with technical and other requirements, were implemented from the very beginning 
of this development project. The method that was used is now an integrated part of 
the ABB GATE Model. An LCA study of the conventional capacitors was made 
early in the project with the objective of identifying the significant environmental 
aspects for high-voltage capacitors. One significant environmental aspect is related 
to the use of recyclable and non-hazardous materials that require as little energy as 
possible during production of the material. Another important benefit is the use of 
less material; this reduces the environmental impact from the natural resource as 
well as transportation viewpoints. These aspects are also closely related to cus-
tomer requirements for oil-free and safe solutions. The final assessment to confirm 
the sustainability goals set in the GATE Model showed that the sustainability re-
quirements had been fulfilled by the newly designed capacitors. When the products 
were launched, the sustainability performance information was an integral part of 
brochures and other sales materials. 

Earlier, ABB and VCE had a more formal and strict way of using DfE Tools within 
their product development projects. During the DryQ project for ABB, LCA was a 
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mandatory tool used in projects within the ABB GATE Model. This has changed; it 
is now decided within the project how the different tool possibilities within the 
ABB “sustainability toolbox” will be used. This toolbox provides support for sus-
tainability issues in the project, and all project participants can find the “toolbox” 
on the ABB Intranet. Today, it is the project leader who makes decisions regarding 
if a tool is to be used in a project, and if so, which tools. The project described in 
Study 4 is in line with Figure 5, In the DryQ project ABB added both new domain 
knowledge and new knowledge about the process; this new domain knowledge was 
added jointly by all five companies participating in the project. The improvement 
with the working process has continued even after the DryQ project. 

During the time for the study resulting in Paper IV, VCE was developing an in-
struction for how to use EEA and LCA in a more informal way. Earlier, VCE used 
LCA as a single tool for all its different projects. The instruction regarded differ-
ences in size, or if the project was an incremental or radical matter for the tool us-
age, and how to use the gate way of working. 

In line with the literature on innovation, ABB has headed in the direction of de-
veloping less formal sub-activities for developing products. In the innovation-
related literature, a number of authors recommend less formal sub-activities in or-
der to promote creativity and strive towards radical innovation, and stress that radi-
cal and incremental innovation needs to be managed differently (Ettlie et al., 1984; 
Verzyer, 1998). In the case of ABB, the company has taken a less formal direction 
with the new GATE Model. When the structure is less formal and structured, the 
staff is required to make more effective use of its creativity. ABB adopted a simi-
lar, less formal structure in 2001, when it started to work according to the GATE 
Model containing environmental considerations. The project leader for each project 
in both ABB and VCE decided if there were any environmental aspects to consider 
within the project, and within the project the staff chose which tools to use for 
these aspects. In the DryQ project, interviews showed that respondents considered 
the gate keeper to be a strong project leader and an environmental champion. Eis-
enhardt and Tabrizi (1995), McDermott (1999) and Verzyer (1998) have com-
mented on the importance of having a strong leader in innovation projects. Also 
noted by Sicotte and Langley (2000) is that a high-risk innovation project needs 
formal leadership and horizontal communication. During the DryQ project, five 
different organisations within ABB were represented, and each had their special 
function. To be able to keep the timetable, meetings were frequently held. During 
one phase of the project, the team met every second week. 

The observations indicate that the environmental work, especially in large com-
panies, has reached a higher level. Instead of having rigid structures and a manda-
tory use of certain tools, ABB has moved in the direction of letting the project 
leader decide how to handle the environmental issues with the tools available. This 
is possible with a supportive management which creates the structure and ensures a 
sufficient level of education for the staff. This less-rigid structure is also important 
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for promoting radical innovation, since the designers’ creativity is not hampered 
nor are they bound to act within narrow limitations. 

The over-all product development process is often structured in a way with 
stages and gates where important decisions regarding the project are made at the 
gates and the different stages are characterised by conducting the work that was 
decided in the gates. As mentioned earlier, it is valuable that the overall product 
development process forms a framework in which the development project is 
made. Within the different stages in the development process there should be some 
freedom, or it should be less rigid in order to be able to promote creativity for the 
staff working with the development. Since all development projects by definition 
are unique projects, they can not follow the same pattern in all aspects. 

5.3. Usage of DfE tools 

When looking further into the details of the development process, instructions and 
usage of tools will be found. Here, the studies show a differentiated result. In Pa-
pers II and III, two companies used some kind of LCA tool. In one case, students 
had completed project work at the company, and in the other case the company had 
developed an LCA-based tool of its own. The usage of tools in this study was re-
markably low. The companies claimed to be interested in the environment, but 
lacked tools to support this. As one company put it: “we use common sense to deal 
with environmental aspects”. 

For the larger companies investigated for Papers IV-VI, the result was different. 
Both VCE and ABB have been involved in tool development, and both started 
early with LCA-based tools. ABB is still strongly involved in the development of 
LCA. Earlier, both ABB and VCE worked with LCA as a single tool, but today it is 
not a strict requirement that LCA be used within projects. Today, the possibility to 
use other tools has been added, and LCA can work together with other tools. 

The staff at VCE was familiar with FMEA, which means that they found it eas-
ier and faster to get started with EEA than with LCA. This is considered important 
by design engineers, because they are eager to find early guidance. Norell (1992) 
points out that the tools must assist the user in the learning process as well as sup-
port collaboration. A tool should work in a specific structure, the development 
process, where it should be integrated and not a stand alone activity (Lenox et al., 
1996; Sherwin and Bhamra, 1999). Also, in order to be a useful tool it should sup-
port work in integrated product development where multifunctional teams act 
(Norell, 1992; Cooper, 1993; Ehrenfeld and Lenox, 1997). According to Beskow 
(2000), tools provide support for making decisions as well as supporting a common 
language for the development project. As for EEA, the staff at VCE felt that FMEA 
and EEA supported one another in structure. Worth noticing is that Volvo was also 
one of the first companies to use EEA, and has EEA as a company standard today. 
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A study among a sample of Swedish companies made by Lindahl (2005) shows 
that 51 % used FMEA; the same number for EEA/E-FMEA1 was 21 % and for 
LCA the figure was 18 %. According to this, many companies use EEA even if it 
has not existed for as long as LCA. The similarities between FMEA and EEA can 
be one reason that EEA has increased to the same level of usage as LCA during 
recent years. 

In the end, when a company selects tools for environmental assessment to use in 
the development process, Lindahl (2005) has noted that the selection process is 
often made in an ad-hoc or unstructured way. In general, there is a low level of 
formal evaluation regarding utilised tools. At the same time, engineering designers 
feel that they have great freedom to choose tools in general (Janhager et al., 2002). 

Tools are used to produce targets and to check that these are fulfilled. Environ-
mental targets in the product specification needs to be treated in the same way as 
the rest of the targets in order for environmental aspects to be taken into account 
(Bragd, 2002; Handfield et al., 2001; Magnusson, 2003). During the process of 
integration into the specification, it is important to have someone that stresses the 
importance for environmental considerations and their role in the product specifica-
tion (Bragd, 2002). In the case with ABB, the product specification was extended 
with environmental requirements. These requirements were not developed in the 
DryQ project, but they were developed in a pre-project where members from what 
later would be project members participated, as well as representatives of the ABB 
internal “customer”. 

As was noted in the introduction (Section 1.3), Baumann et al., (2002) have 
found that there is a lack of knowledge about combining different tools. When 
combining several tools, certain aspects must be considered in order to estimate 
their appropriateness. Finnveden and Moberg (2005) discuss aspects such as the 
degree of site and time specificity, system boundaries, type of comparison, degree 
of quantification, and if impacts are included. The objective with this is to have 
complementing tools. 

The discussion with VCE in Study 1 had a focus on how it would be possible to 
combine two types of tools - analytical-based (LCA) and dialogue-based (EEA) - 
in a way that it would be useful for them. The study combined tools in three differ-
ent approaches, EEA before LCA, LCA before EEA, and lastly LCA and EEA in 
parallel. The reason for choosing EEA and LCA was that VCE had both in their 
organisation. The approaches should take into account that there are limited re-
sources in projects. In this case, using two tools should be done in such a manner 
that they do not compete with, but rather complement, one another. The most im-
portant criterion is that it must be possible to evaluate a product’s impact on the 

                                                 
1 The first name of EEA was E-FMEA (Environmental FMEA); in some organisations the 
old name still exists. 
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environment. These approaches will deal with development of new products and 
not development of new technology, since development of new technology is often 
handled separate from the ordinary product development process. To be able to 
continue in the development process and pass the gates, some criteria or targets 
should be fulfilled from an environmental point of view. The product shall follow 
the environmental policy of the company, fulfil specific product requirements, 
should be as good as or better than earlier generations of the product and a correct 
documentation shall exist. Here the usage of tools plays an important role to help to 
fulfil the requirements of the product. 

The purpose of using EEA before LCA is that EEA should be utilised as soon as 
the product targets are set. Already during the pre-study phase, the work to define 
the goal and scope of the EEA must be started. It is in this phase that the assess-
ment team can be established, and the requirements that are to be included in the 
study, can be identified. During the concept development and system-level design, 
the dialogue in the team continues and the inventory information is aggregated on 
the EEA chart. The EEA work is finished when certain problem areas have been 
identified and the more detailed assessments are made with LCA. This means that 
the EEA team is used to define the overall frame of the product-system that is be-
ing analysed. The evaluation is then continued via quantitative LCA study. By us-
ing LCA, it is easier to define weather the new concept or product is better than the 
old one. By using EEA before LCA, the staff at VCE and the control companies 
felt more secure since they recognised the way of working. The similarities be-
tween FMEA and EEA were something that promoted a faster integration in the 
project. Another thing that the staff could recognise was the process of selecting 
concepts early in the development process. Using EEA in the beginning of the de-
velopment process can be beneficial since the result can be utilised in the project. 
Earlier experience shows that LCA require more time than EEA in order to achieve 
a result (Lindahl et al., 2000). Initially during a product development of a new 
product, many different concepts are more or less tested and evaluated. During this 
process, two ways of determining the concept is often used, the first one qualitative 
and the second one quantitative. This way of working is known for VCE staff. 

A possible advantage with using LCA before EEA is to use LCA to establish a 
frame of reference, and then to continue with EEA to find inventory data in an effi-
cient way and to use the team dialogue to build a coherent and holistic view that is 
shared by members of all relevant departments. However, it is difficult to make a 
complete LCA early in the product development process. It is almost impossible to 
start from nothing and make a meaningful LCA in accordance with the ISO 14 040 
guidelines, before the system-level design has been completed. This means that an 
early LCA would have to be based on data from assessments of earlier product 
generations. In “evolutionary” development, when the product generations are 
similar and much information can be re-used from earlier development processes, 
the alternative is beneficial. In this case, the EEA study could be initiated as soon 
as these data are compiled and the new product targets are available. From VCE’s 
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point of view, this felt like things were being done backwards; the company did not 
cope with the idea to first make a thought evaluation and then use EEA for control. 

The purpose of using LCA and EEA in parallel - was to use the same frame re-
garding goal and scope for both the tools, and to use both methods of working in 
interplay, from an early phase and during the entire product development process. 

Both the dialogue-based, EEA, with a team and the analytical-based inventory, 
LCA, are used in the search for the different forms of data for the tools. The goal is 
to use similar paths for the information search. To some extent, the same data are 
utilised in both the EEA and the LCA documentations, and at the same time. Most 
of the environmental aspects are documented in different forms of measures, i.e. 
qualitatively respectively quantitatively in the two tools; however, these still often 
have some kind of common foundation. When data are entered into the documenta-
tion in one of the tools, this can also often be used as an estimate for input for the 
other tool. 

Due to limitations in time and resources, it is often better to focus on one tool 
and then continue with the next one. All persons involved in the development proc-
ess should then know what to focus on and when. The combination with using 
EEA and LCA at the same time was not practically feasible, since it would create 
more documentation and put greater demands on the staff within the project. For 
this case, both EEA and LCA require some form of their “own” basic inventory to 
gather the environmentally-related information needed for assessment of the new 
product that would occur at the same time. 

The instruction that VCE was developing also took into consideration to which 
extent tools should be used in different types of development projects. The litera-
ture study in Paper I was carried out to assess the feasibility of two types of tools – 
dialogue-based and analytical (see Section 3.5) – for assessing environmental per-
formance in product development projects of different innovation character. This 
study was made with a focus on the time perspective and when to find useful in-
formation during the development process. With this focus, EEA was found to be 
more useful in development projects of radical character, while LCA could be 
preferable in projects of incremental development character. Here, as well as in the 
VCE case, resources such as time and funding were found to be limitations. Ac-
cording to the existing literature, it is important to shorten the time-to-market in 
order to generate a return on investment as soon as possible. The literature shows 
that during radical development, a tool which comes to a sufficient reliable conclu-
sion faster is more preferable. 

For making incremental changes, models and data from earlier products can be 
re-used, which reduces the work load. This favours LCA since this tool works with 
a model handling quantitative data. Simulations of different concepts can be easily 
done in this model if appropriate software is used. Changing this model and evalu-
ating different ideas can be done with little effort as far as time and resources. 
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The usage of tools can be assessed in relation to: the degree of innovation (Pa-
per I); if it is radical or incremental, as shown in Figure 14; and if it is major or 
minor according to Hall and Adriani (2003). This classification relates to the 
amount of new technology, and whether the new technology has been added or has 
substituted old technology in the product. However, in reality product development 
never occurs as “black or white”, but instead varies on a continuous scale of grey. 
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Figure 14. The “innovation plot” describing radical vs incremental innovation, where 
LCA and EEA have been added from efficiency interest in the product development 
process (modified from Hall and Adriani, 2003). 

In Paper I, characteristics in innovation literature about the radical and incre-
mental innovation types have been compared with the characteristics for the envi-
ronmental assessment tools LCA and EEA. In major radical changes, there is a 
need for screening methods that provide a rapid assessment for the various evolv-
ing product ideas. Paper IV and Lindahl et al., (2000) show that LCA requires a 
longer time than EEA to achieve a result, indicating that it is preferable to use EEA 
in a radical innovation situation. For minor incremental changes LCA seems to be 
preferable, since existing models of product and process data can be re-used. When 
the nature of development is additive, the earlier assessment results can be ex-
panded with the new information, while in the substitutive case new information is 
required. In minor radical changes and major incremental changes, there is no clear 
preference for EEA or LCA. For a radical innovation horizontal communication is 
important; in comparing the two tools, EEA promotes interdisciplinary communi-
cation between different departments. This way of differentiating tools depending 
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on the extent of the project was something that VCE used when it developed in-
structions for tool usage in development projects. 

Papers V and VI describe a successful major radical innovation. In this case, 
ABB used LCA as an environmental assessment method. As ABB does not use 
EEA, this case did not provide any comparison of the two tools. In this case, the 
LCA was made early on in the development process, and during the product devel-
opment process LCA results seem to have been used for guidance in decision tak-
ing. In particular, the development processes for radical innovations are multifac-
eted and full of alterations, e.g. as illustrated in Figure 5. In the ABB case study, 
the way to enable flexibility has been to increase the freedom of choice regarding 
selection of tools and when to use the tools. In Figure 14, the preference for EEA 
for major radical innovation indicates a need for development of the traditional 
way of working with LCA in order to increase its usefulness in irregular, real-life 
product development processes. 

As noted earlier, the path of the product development processes tends to be ir-
regular, and a quick assessment indicating their direction is needed. This view 
about the need for a sort of “compass” corresponds with the general perception de-
veloped in the Swedish Product Ecology project (Ryding et al., 1995). 

5.4. Synthesis of and connections between 
integrating factors 

As previously discussed, there are many different factors that influence the integra-
tion of environmental aspects into the product development. The factors from the 
studies can be aggregated into four different categories. These are the management, 
DfE Mindset, DfE Tools, and the product development process (PDP). 

The management is important since they are the first to indicate in which direc-
tion the company should go and what to focus on. In Study 3, the support from the 
management differed between the companies; some pointed out the direction and 
some did not. When environmental work was not supported by the management, 
the staff had problems with performing proper environmental work. Study 4 shows 
that the management was important to create a working environment where the 
staff could feel secure since several companies that previously were competitors 
had to work together. For VCE and ABB in Studies 1 and 4, the management had 
pointed out the direction of the environmental work in policies and the develop-
ment process. 

In Studies 1 and 4 there were a number of factors related to commitment, moti-
vation, learning, creativity and education for the staff. All these factors have been 
aggregated into the DfE Mindset category. In addition, all these factors are impor-
tant for the staff in order to be able to carry out the work and for them to feel that 
they can have a positive influence. Many of these factors that develop the staff also 
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serve to create a learning organisation, which is important for the development of 
the company and its products. DfE Mindset is important as a driver for the staff to 
carry out its work. 

DfE Tools are used differently in different companies. The larger companies 
described in Studies 1 and 4 have been involved in tool development, while smaller 
companies used to take a tool and use it as well as they can. The research (Papers 
II-III) showed that usage of tools was low; two companies of seven used some kind 
of tool for evaluating environmental performance. As for ABB in Study 4, it had a 
sustainable toolbox with different tools that it could use within its projects. VCE in 
Study 1 both used EEA and LCA, and were on their way to develop instructions on 
how to use both these tools in different projects. 

In this thesis the product development process is divided into two different lev-
els. The over-all process that contains the framework and main activities, and the 
lower-level process that describes what happens within these activities. It is impor-
tant that the over-all development process describes in general terms what should 
be done in a project, which activities should be done and which order to carry them 
out in during the development. For the sub-activities it is important to have some 
freedom or free scope, and the staff should be able to take responsibility and act 
with creativity. In Studies 1 and 4 it was found that the staff could use a number of 
tools and report the result during the gate activity in the project; between the gates, 
the staff could act more freely as long as it could deliver results. 

As mentioned earlier, the state-of-the-art review made by Johansson (2001) 
found some success factors for integrating Ecodesign, or environmental considera-
tions, into product development. The success factors identified to be of importance 
for successful product development were management, consumer relationships, 
supplier relationship, development process, competence and motivation. The re-
search within this thesis strongly covers four of these factors. The studies within 
this thesis have discussed the above-mentioned internal factors (management, DfE 
Mindset, DfE Tools, and the product development process) and have not focused in 
external factors. Even if this was the case, relationships with customers and suppli-
ers have been noticed during interviews. However these relationships were not in 
the focus of the thesis. 

A study carried out by Boks and Pasual (2004) shows that some factors are 
more important than others for the successful integration of environmental issues 
into the product development process. Their study highlights that in handling envi-
ronmental information, the most important issue is to have a tailor-made tool 
adopted for company-specific needs. In this case, it can be argued that using one 
tailor-made tool could be sufficient for a company. A company-specific tool needs 
to be adjusted to the company environment therefore it is connected to more factors 
than just the “toolbox”. Another important aspect for understanding how to inte-
grate environmental aspects is to understand the product development process and 
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relate it to traditional theories in innovation and product development (Berchicci 
and Bodewes, 2005; Magnusson, 2003; Ritzén, 2000; Åkermark, 2003). 

The different factors also hence interact with each other and in that way create 
added value. The four factors are important since they are on a basic level, and can 
easily be understood by staff at different levels in the company. Another benefit is 
that a company does not need big investments and changes to begin to integrate 
environmental aspects. 

The management of a company is characterised by people deciding in which di-
rection it should strive. They are the ones who make the strategic decisions. But the 
management also includes middle management, which is involved more in the tac-
tical /operational work in company. Management makes decisions that influence 
the work environment of the staff and how the work should be carried out to some 
extent. When a company has positive and enthusiastic managers, the staff acts posi-
tively as well and has a positive mindset. Managers make decisions regarding the 
direction of the company with policies and define the product development process 
in procedures. Managers on a lower level are involved in the work with choosing 
DfE Tools and taking decisions about the level of education for the staff, as well as 
taking policy decisions and allocating funds for staff education. Managers have a 
large responsibility since they have the power to influence the staff and to create 
the working environment for them with tools and structure. 

It is important that management supports the process (Study 3) with policy 
documents concerning which direction the company will take, that it creates a 
structure for the company, and that it makes decisions about the level of education 
required. The education and the policy of a company are cornerstones for creating 
the mindset of the employees. The education is essential as a base to ensure that the 
best decisions are taken with the tools available. 

Mindset or DfE Mindset in this case, is an important factor that should not be 
underestimated since the mindset is connected to personal commitment, educa-
tional level, and understanding. The DfE Mindset is related to DfE Tools via the 
knowledge of the tools and how to use them. DfE Mindset is also connected to the 
Product Development Process (PDP) via the ability to use and to apply the product 
development process (see Figure 5). The PDP can be seen as the structure where 
DfE Tools acts. These tools are used in the sub-activities in the process, and are 
used for evaluating and developing from concept to the final product. Also, the 
DfE Mindset works to support the PDP since the staff needs to have the knowledge 
and understanding to work within the process. 

The above-mentioned factors can be combined into a model where each adds 
value to the other and the integration process as a whole (see Figure 15). This 
model summarises the author’s interpretation of which combination of aspects are 
most important from the studies made. These actors or activities are on different 
levels in the company. 
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Figure 15. Different factors for integrating environmental issues in the development 
process. 

Usually many different tools are used within the development process and it is 
not uncommon to have both mandatory and optional tools. Within the product de-
velopment process some tools are recommended to use in order to evaluate things 
or to have as a way to document the project. 

The model in Figure 15 can be useful for companies for several reasons. This 
model gives some guidance for how all participating people (managers and project 
staff) within the development process can contribute in some way. It is difficult to 
estimate to which extent or degree the different actors and/or activities should be 
involved, but it does provide the idea that it is not enough to just have a tool and 
then believe that things will work by themselves. Tools and processes have limited 
value in a “stand alone” mode. Together with staff that can use and combine the 
tools, however, value can be increased. In addition, the work with integration of 
environmental aspects is not any single event action; in order to support and con-
tinue the environmental work within the company, these aspects need to be re-
garded in the day-to-day work as well. 
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6  
Conclusions and discussion 

The overall objective of this thesis has been to explore how environmental consid-
erations can be integrated into the product development process, when physical 
products are developed. This overall objective was divided into three research 
questions which will be discussed further in this section. 

This thesis work had its conceptual starting point in the realities that today’s 
product development processes are multifaceted and full of variation (see Figure 
5). The goal has been to understand and improve the relations between product de-
velopment and environmental considerations. The case studies have illuminated 
problems with integration of the two, and the observations from the case studies 
concerning today’s product development realities have generated ideas regarding 
important factors for integrating environmental aspects. 

6.1. Conclusions and discussion 

The thesis has investigated internal factors of importance when integrating and 
working with environmental aspects into the development process. This investiga-
tion had the aim of contributing to the overall knowledge within the field. The re-
search has been divided into a number of different research questions.  

The first research question was: 

What internal factors can be identified that are of importance for the inte-
gration of environmental aspects into the product development process? 

On the basis of the result, four major factors have been found that need to be 
considered when environmental aspects are to be integrated into the product devel-
opment process. These four have been identified as individual factors, but to 
achieve the best result they should be viewed as a whole. These four factors were: 

 The management 

 The product development process 

 DfE Mindset 

 DfE Tools 
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It is important that the management point out a direction for the company and 
the staff, and also that it has the ability to inspire the staff with enthusiasm. The 
development process is important to connect the overall strategy in the company 
with its execution into project and product. If there is a lack of structure in the 
overall development process, it is difficult to monitor and evaluate. Activities do 
not come in a natural order, and confusion can be created. 

Mindset comes from the ability to influence and to take responsibility for one’s 
own actions. It is positive if the staff has interest in and knowledge to make 
changes. 

To be able to evaluate the performance of a concept or a product, a tool is 
needed. Tools play an important role in order in determining if the project fulfils 
the requirements for the product or if it needs to be further developed. 

The second research question was: 

Does the structure and degree of formalisation within the product develop-
ment process have an influence on the environmental performance of new 
products? 

The overarching product development process is important since it gives a 
structure with boundaries in the development. It points out what activities to have, 
and in what order to execute them. The evolution of product development proc-
esses in literature has existed for some time, and there are many models describing 
how to present them. However, the development process should act as a framework 
which is filled with sub-activities, tools, and people that carry out the work in pro-
jects. 

For the sub-activities, the finding is that the environmental work follows the 
same pattern as the innovation literature describes for creative and innovative or-
ganisations. Companies are heading towards less rigid structures, where the per-
sonal commitment can act more freely. Companies have their toll gates, in between 
which they can act more freely - as long as they follow the plan. 

The examples presented earlier show how leading companies are beginning to 
integrate environmental considerations in a more mature way. These companies 
have invested in building up environmental knowledge and engagement, and have 
made environmental assessment and DfE Tools available to the product develop-
ment teams. The companies’ way of activating this potential has similarities to the 
management support and freedom of action that is promoted in innovation litera-
ture. Building such an environmentally-considerate mindset is important in order to 
increase the intuitive abilities and to promote horizontal communication on qualita-
tive aspects in a way that makes environmental information and analyzing abilities 
more useful and productive. 

Noticeable in these studies was that the smallest company had the best product 
in its field. This could depend on several things; for example, the company had 
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short information distances within its organisation, it focused on one core product, 
and it had produced the same product for many years. 

The third research question was: 

How can analysis-based and dialogue-based tools for evaluating environmental 
performance be used in the product development process? 

There are different ways to combine analytical and dialogue-based tools for DfE 
within a development project. Here, advantages and disadvantages have been dis-
cussed in three different combinations of analytical and dialogue-based tools. In 
this thesis, the analytical tools are represented by LCA and the dialogue-based 
tools by EEA. Here, the recommendation is to use a dialogue-based tool followed 
by an analytical tool. By doing so, the advantages of both tools can be leveraged 
and their disadvantages partly avoided. The dialogue-based tool has an advantage 
when using qualitative data, and can be used earlier in the project, while the ana-
lytical tool can be used later on in the project. This can be recognised from the 
product development process when concepts are being selected, first a screening 
method is used and after that a more accurate scoring method. 

The tools have also been connected to degree of product innovation, e.g. radical 
or incremental innovation. Here it was found that a dialogue-based tool can be 
beneficial in a radical innovation, while an analytical tool is best suited for incre-
mental innovation. 

The objective of this thesis was to explore how environmental considerations 
can be integrated and supported within product development when physical 
products are developed. The conclusion of the different studies with reference to 
the objective above is that some central factors need to be considered in order to 
successfully integrate environmental considerations into the product development 
process. Using the model (see Figure 15) presented provides a good base for the 
continuation of the environmental work in a company. The integration process is 
supported by the fact that this is not a one-time event, but rather an evolutionary 
ongoing activity within the company. 

6.2. Reflections 

The deepest empirical part of this thesis research has been based on the VCE and 
ABB case studies, some of which was presented in Papers IV - VI. The industrial 
relevance and scientific quality of those studies had its foundation in the experi-
ences obtained during the work with the earlier papers. The business relevance of 
the companies’ observed way of working has a background in their engagement in 
industrial projects during the 1990s, e.g. in the Product Ecology Project (Ryding et 
al., 1995) and its development of LCA for industrial applications. From the find-
ings in Study 1 and 4, it can be said that both VCE and ABB have been pathfinders 
in the integration of environmental considerations into business development. 
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In this thesis, only two tools of different characters have been studied; there are 
of course a variety of different tools that could have been used. The two tools LCA 
and EEA, have acted as representatives for analytical-based and dialogue-based 
environmental assessment tools. Can these tools be considered as representatives 
for these groups? It is the author’s belief that LCA and EEA are good representa-
tives for analytical-based and dialogue-based environmental assessment tools (see 
Chapter 3.5). In the end, of course, it is up to the reader to decide if it is possible to 
substitute any of these tools with others. If any other tool had been used, the result-
ing product would probably have been developed in a somewhat different way, but 
it is unknown how large the resulting difference would have been. 

The evolution of PDP and structures has developed like a pendulum. It has gone 
from informal to formal, is now heading back towards more informal, and will 
probably go back to a more formal state again in the future. The direction and fre-
quency of the pendulum can depend on several aspects such as staff turnover, us-
age of tools, measuring the development process, and level of maturity of the com-
pany. When the structure becomes more formal, the work can get preservative; 
there is no longer sufficient space for creativity in the organisation and in the pro-
jects. 

6.2.1. Verification of the research result 

It is important to be able to verify the path from interviews and literature review to 
the result in order to have trustworthy research. In this thesis, verification is dis-
cussed according to the suggestion from Buur (1990) and Olesen (1992) using 
“logical verification” and “verification by acceptance”. 

According to Buur (1990), logical verification is combined by four parts: con-
sistency, completeness, agreement with existing theories, and that case studies can 
be explained by theory. The research within this thesis has used well-known theo-
ries from respective field, often with the start in the development process. This re-
search is characterised by a multidisciplinary approach in order to understand the 
problem with integrating environmental aspects into the product development 
process. 

From an academic point of view, verification by acceptance can be seen as the 
level of acceptance the result has from other researchers and staff involved in 
product development. In this thesis, all papers have been scrutinised during review 
processes for their acceptance in conferences or journals. During this process, some 
comments have been discussed and improved. Parallel to this work, the findings 
have been discussed with colleagues, as well as taught to engineering and industrial 
design students at bachelor level at the University in Kalmar. 

From an industrial point of view, an effort has been made to verify the result by 
industrial contacts. This has been done both inside the studied companies and with 
other companies. The result has been discussed with companies until a level of un-
derstanding has been reached. As an example, before the last study was initiated a 
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seminar was held at ABB to exchange information and ideas. Also affecting the 
verification process is the author’s prior experience as an engineering designer be-
fore becoming a researcher, experience which has given the author the opportunity 
to be better prepared for industrial conditions and problems. 

It can be argued that verification by acceptance and logical verification can 
make it more difficult to take quantum leaps since it is based on previous findings. 
According to these verification methods it is difficult to present something com-
pletely new. In the case of this thesis, however, the result is based on existing re-
search and therefore can be linked to these verification methods. 

6.2.2. Validation of the research result 

It is a multifaceted task to evaluate the meaningfulness and validity of the pre-
sented research results. The aim with this thesis has been to study how environ-
mental aspects can be integrated into the development process.  

The selection of companies in the different studies has been based on the crite-
ria of type of company, if it had product development and its personnel’s willing-
ness to participate and share information with the research project. The participat-
ing companies have primarily been large companies. In the concluding study at 
ABB, a product development project was studied as a historic event, which means 
that both the product development process and the resulting product could be stud-
ied. 

This research is meaningful from two perspectives. The research society now 
has access to publications from a number of different studies concerning enhanced 
integration of environmental aspects into the product development process. The 
thesis also suggests a model with the four components of mindset, tools, structure, 
and management support, one which is primarily intended as guidance for compa-
nies that wish to enhance their integration of environmental considerations. 

The different contributions from this thesis have been presented and discussed 
at international conferences, and two papers have been accepted for publication in 
journals. The last manuscript (Paper VI) has been reviewed and will be published 
with minor revision. 

In addition to this validation, the author has professional experience gained as a 
practising design engineer in consultancy firms working with machine design, and 
has taught engineering students for six years in product development projects and 
design theory. Consequently, the author has personal experience that provides a 
base for interpretation of various comments from company personnel about their 
product development work. 

6.2.3. Generalisation of the result 

The majority of the companies investigated in this dissertation were regarded as 
large companies with more that 500 employees. In Sweden there were 56,943 
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manufacturing companies registered in 2004, and just 0.3 % of them were consid-
ered “large” (SCB, 2004). Would it be possible for SMEs to adapt these findings? 
It is the author’s belief that SMEs can accomplish this integration. There are impor-
tant differences, however, between large companies and SMEs in this area. Smaller 
companies do not always have the possibility to employ specialists to deal with 
single aspects. One reason is that perhaps they cannot fill one full position with a 
person working with one single aspect of the product development process. In 
many SMEs, one person can have several positions or several areas of responsibil-
ity. In the short term, taking someone from the outside can be a solution; this could 
be a student doing project or thesis work. In the long term, however, this can be a 
disadvantage, since the organisation does not increase its knowledge. 

What is beneficial for a smaller company is that it has shorter information paths 
between people in the organisation, and therefore more frequent informal meetings 
are held which mean that information can spread faster. This could help in integrat-
ing a new mindset in a smaller company. It is the author’s belief that all companies 
– regardless of their size – can adopt (the) knowledge from this thesis. 

Then there are another way of characterising companies which would be com-
panies developing artefacts and companies developing non-physical products e.g. 
services. All the studies have been carried out in artefact-developing companies, 
but as a way of working it can be adopted in service companies as well. Service 
companies also have to develop their product or service. In order to do this some 
structure is helpful, in the same way as that the quality system within ISO works 
for both service companies and developers of artefacts. 

6.3. Contribution of this thesis 

This research has focused on how environmental considerations can be imple-
mented in the product development process. The major contributions from this the-
sis are the following: 

 A model for the integration of environmental considerations in product 
development has been proposed. The following four major factors have 
been found to be significant for successful integration of environmental 
considerations into product development: 
 

• Active management commitment and support 
• The product development process and structure and its sub-activities 
• The staff’s DfE Mindset created by factors such as knowledge, com-

mitment, motivation 
• The use of different DfE Tools for different types of product innova-

tion and of phases of the product development process 

 It has been observed that the work with assessing environmental 
performance has changed in both ABB and VCE during the late 1990s. 
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Both companies have a development process that acts as a framework, and 
within this they have less formal sub-activities. This is analogous with 
recent innovation research and literature suggesting less formal processes 
for radical innovation. 

 A theoretical examination of advantages and disadvantages with different 
combinations of EEA and LCA combined with innovation types was 
conducted.  

6.4. Further research 

It would be nice to be able to say “this is not the beginning, this is the end”. This 
would however contradict what is said in the second section of this thesis. This is 
the author’s humble piece of the large jigsaw puzzle called research. 

To enable further improvements in this kind of research, there is a need for fur-
ther development of research methodology to facilitate research in the complex and 
multi-disciplinary field of sustainable integrated product development incorporat-
ing environmental scientific knowledge. 

Future research could focus on: 

 A better understanding of the projectmembers’s role, as well as ways to 
support their situation in integrating new aspects into the product 
develpoment process. 

 A better understanding of the underlying needs and driving forces that 
form the basis for a company’s strategy concerning the integration of 
environmental considerations into its product development processes. 

 Knowledge on how to reduce the gap between theory and practice when it 
comes to integrating environmental considerations into the product 
development process. 

To be able to carry out these tasks, more comprehensive studies should be done. 
These studies could be made by the collection of empirical data from interviews, 
action research, and case studies. To obtain a more thorough understanding of the 
integration of environmental issues into product development, human factors also 
need to be researched more extensively in the future. It seems central to study how 
social, cognitive and psychological factors influence co-operation in complex situa-
tions and in the integration in product development processes. Another field of 
human key factors for sustainable development consists of customer preferences, 
attitudes and lifestyles. 
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8  
Appendix 

This appendix further explains the methodology and background of the EEA 
method as well as describes questions that were asked during the different studies. 

EEA 
This section gives a brief background and history of the EEA tool and how it is 
carried out according to Lindahl et al., (2001) and Tingström (2003). The basics 
are described by the workflow and how to set up a team that will conduct the 
analysis. To be able to make this analysis, a number of evaluation methods are de-
scribed. 

History of EEA 
The development of this method began in the mid 1990s from the need for an eas-
ier and faster tool for evaluating environmental impacts. One important demand 
was that the method must be pedagogical and the designers recognise the way of 
working with the method. Another important demand was that it must be possible 
to integrate the method into an Environmental Management System (EMS) such as 
ISO 14 001. The last and most crucial demand was that it could be used early in the 
design process. 

At the same time, Failure Mode Effect Analysis (FMEA) was used in many 
companies in Sweden working with quality management systems in their product 
development. 

Designers felt comfortable with the structured way of working that FMEA pro-
vided. This was an important issue since the designers did not need to learn a new 
way of working. Instead of studying failure rates, this method studies environ-
mental impact with the same structured way of working. 

When the method was first developed it was known as Environmental FMEA 
(E-FMEA). The name, however, was changed in the autumn of 1999 to Environ-
mental Effect Analysis (EEA) due to a legal problem concerning the FMEA con-
cept’s already protected name. 
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How to perform an EEA 
The way of working comes from FMEA. In short, EEA is characterised by the fol-
lowing: 

 It is a systematic study of the environmental effects of a product 
system, from extraction of raw material to the final disposal. 

 It is based on environmental requirements. 

 The level of detail, as well as the time frame for EEA, can be 
varied depending on chosen definitions of goal and system 
boundaries, i.e. it is a flexible method. 

 It is a qualitative method. 

 Assumptions and sources of data are accounted for in a trans-
parent and understandable way. 

 It is intended for internal use and especially for product devel-
opment. 

 It is not possible to compare two different technical functions 
with one an other; to be able to compare with another, technol-
ogy normalised figures between the two systems are needed. 

 It can be a part of an environmental management system ac-
cording to ISO 14 001. 

EEA is carried out as a series of actions according to Figure 16. These actions 
are preparation, inventory, analysis, implementation, and follow-up. This figure 
can be seen as a checklist of which order things shall be done. 
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Preparations

Inventory

Goal and scope
definition

Creation of an EEA
working team

Identification of product
related environmental demands

Inventory of the product's
life-cycle.

Proposals for
action

Implementation

Implementation of selected
proposals for action

Follow-up of
implemented actions

Follow-up

Analysis

Assessment of
inventory data

 

Figure 16. The flowchart of the EEA methodology. 

Preparation 
The first thing to do in the preparation phase is to define the goal and scope for the 
analysis. Some important questions need to be answered before continuing. 

 What is to be examined and why? 

 What function(s) does the examined product system(s) fulfil? 

 Which requirements concerning collected data have to be fulfilled in order to 
fulfil the goal of the analysis? 

 Which limitations and assumptions have to be made? 

 What resources regarding time, money, and personnel are allocated for the 
analysis? 

 How are the results to be presented? What are the target groups? 
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 The next step in the preparation is to create a team that will 
carry out the analysis. The unique thing with EEA is that it is a 
group of people that carries out the analysis. It is an advantage 
if the group is the project group because then it has access to all 
necessary information. The group needs to have people from all 
the product’s life cycle phases. 

The third and last thing to do in the preparation phase is to identify environ-
mental demands related to the product. Demands on products generally come from 
three different groups; authorities, market, and internal. Authority demands can be 
of two types, absolute and future. Absolute demands are laws, decrees, rules, and 
recommendations that must be met. The absolute demands can be seen as the 
minimum level that the company must fulfil. Future demands are regulations that 
will come in the near future. But by fulfilling them today, the company remains 
ahead of its competitors. 

Market demands play an important role for companies. It is crucial that a com-
pany can extract and interpret the demands from the present and future market. For 
the moment, a common market demand is that a product should be recyclable.  

Internal demands are established by the company/organisation itself. One 
source for internal demands can be an EMS in the company. The EMS has its base 
in the environmental policy which describes how the company should work with 
the environment from an overall perspective. The EMS can also contain a number 
of environmental goals that the company has set up for the working plant. 

To carry out an EEA, the EEA sheet is a central document. Depending on which 
evaluation method is used, different sheets exist. The sheet acts as a reference 
document for organising and planning the work within the study. 

Inventory 
This phase is generally the most time-consuming in an EEA. The aim with this 
phase is to identify and document the life cycle of the product and identify the in-
put and output for every process. It is the EEA-team that carries out this function. It 
is important that everybody shares the information within his or her field. The in-
ventory contains two parts: a flow chart for the studied system with the defined 
system boundaries; and data, such as the need for raw material, energy etc. from 
the different phases of the life cycle of the product. This is then reported in the 
EEA form. 

Analysis 
When all the information about the product or the system studied has been found, 
the evaluation work then begins. The aim of the evaluation is to identify which ac-
tivities cause the most environmental impact. Here, a number of different evalua-
tion methods are available (Tingström and Lindahl, 2001). 
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The different activities are often put into a valuation matrix, depending on the 
Environmental Priority Number (EPN) and the improvement possibility. From this 
matrix the EEA-team picks certain hot spots that should be taken care of first. 

Once the hot spots have been identified they must be handled. The EEA team 
then proposes action to reduce the number of hot spots. The EEA team evaluates 
the proposals according to the same method as the one used for the assessment of 
data, and finally decides which proposals to choose. 

Implementation 
This phase is the most important, as too often the results obtained are not imple-
mented but rather left in different files. The responsibility for the implementation 
stays with the project leader; even so, it is a good idea to divide the responsibility 
for different actions, e.g. different departments get different tasks to solve. 

Follow-up 
After the product development has been completed it is important that a follow-up 
of the EEA study is made. The EEA coordinator is usually responsible for the fol-
low-up. The follow-up should cover all types of lessons learned from the study, not 
forgetting the experience from implementing the proposed actions. 
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Summary of ABB’s achievements 
The product that a company develops is the result of the product development 
process together with the tools and experience that are used within the process. 
This thesis deals mainly with factors related to the process and tools in order to 
understand the set of problems regarding the integration of environmental aspects. 

The result of the DryQ capacitor development within ABB (Papers V and VI) 
depended upon on many different factors. ABB had environmental targets in its 
product specification. Together with these parameters, ABB had a general focus on 
environmental questions with the education of its entire staff. During the DryQ 
project, LCA was used in this large scale for the first time, allowing the compari-
son of the new concept and the previous one. If ABB would have selected another 
tool, the result could have been different, but that result what have been is difficult 
to state. In the case of the capacitor, the added value was that the LCA tool used in 
the ABB product development process supported the decision making on compo-
nent level. 

Distributed product development – a new dimension and increased 
complexity 
As earlier noted, product development projects have many different aspects to con-
sider and optimise in order to develop a product that meets all requirements. Pre-
conditions and priorities vary between different companies and also between dif-
ferent product development projects. In the case of ABB, its aim with the project 
studied was to develop a “dry” high voltage capacitor for the HVDC light system. 
The conventional capacitor has insulation with oil, and the aim of this project was 
to develop a technology that would not require oil. Besides having performance 
targets for energy density, field strength, temperatures, stresses etc., ABB also had 
environmental targets. One environmental target from the general project descrip-
tion was that the new capacitor should be “dry” and “environmentally friendly”. 

With this project, a new magnitude was introduced in the product development 
work at ABB, since it was a joint project between five different ABB divisions in 
four different countries. The staff needed to learn new skills for distributed project 
work, such as learning how to use technological aids for sharing documents, video 
conferences etc. To be able to manage the project, the staff initially met in project 
meetings every second week. 

The DryQ project 
At the same time as the DryQ product development project was carried out, ABB 
also introduced its new product development process model. As a specific indus-
trial case in the research project, the implementation of this extended product de-
velopment model (GATE Model), which now also included environmental issues, 
was studied. The DryQ type of capacitor has technical benefits in relation to the 
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conventional design, e.g. no risk for leaks of insulation liquid due to the dry design, 
reduction of weight and ground area used for a capacitor bank installation and a 
low acoustic emission. The new design is to a large extent modularized, and it is 
possible to manufacture capacitor versions with different capacities by simply 
changing the capacitor’s total length. 

Since the new capacitor is made from plastic, it is 80 % lighter than the previ-
ous product. Lower weight means less resource and material use, and also less en-
vironmental impact during transportation to site. The old capacitor contained oil as 
insulation. In the event of a crack in the capacitor, this oil could leak and cause a 
negative environmental impact, and furthermore could spread fire if ignited by a 
flashover from a broken capacitor or other electrical equipment. The new capacitor 
has a more compact design and can store twice the energy in half the size (for DC 
applications). As a bonus with this new design, the noise level has been lowered by 
15 dB, and for this reason the capacitor does not disturb people living nearby. All 
these factors mean a lower environmental impact for the DryQ capacitor when 
compared to the previous oil-based model. 

Together with improved environmental performance, the new product is less 
costly for the customer, leads to an improved working environment at the produc-
tion site, and reduces the production time by a factor of 4. The new capacitor can 
be easily pre-fabricated in containers for making them easy to transport and install. 
By using this method, ABB does not need to send staff all over the world for instal-
lation. This has also provided a safer working environment for ABB staff. 

LCA was used in an integrated way in the development project, and took the 
form of a comparative study to evaluate and verify the environmental improvement 
achieved by the new capacitor design. The environmental load for the DC trans-
mission application of the new dry capacitor is only about 20 % of the comparative 
load for the old technology, largely related to the lower quantity of material. One 
respondent argued that a capacitor itself is an environmental product since the ca-
pacitor could be seen as a component in a larger system. In the system, the function 
of the capacitor is to correct the phase displacement angle between effective and 
reactive power. A capacitor in a system makes it possible to make better use of the 
available power. Because of this, a capacitor can be seen as an environmental com-
ponent since it increases the efficiency of the system and decreases the usage of 
electricity. 

Functional sale 
ABB acts in a conservative market and has had problems selling the DryQ capaci-
tor; its customers have hesitated to buy the product since it has not been field-tested 
in its lifetime. Another thing is if the customers buy a conventional capacitor; then 
they can buy spare parts and replace it with another conventional. Normally under 
these conditions functional sales is considered. Functional sales mean that a com-
pany owns the product and sells its function to a customer instead of the product 
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itself. In the case with ABB, it would still own the capacitors and maybe the sys-
tem which the capacitors are a part of, while customers could buy the performance 
and function from ABB. 

As ABB operates in a conservative market, and its customers prefer proven 
technology, this could be a reason to provide functional sales. ABB has had discus-
sions in the past about offering functional sales to its customers, but it did not have 
the possibility to do so at the time. For ABB to still own its equipment and allocate 
money for this would decrease its credit worthiness and this was not something 
beneficial for the company, as it could be a negative factor for the company in the 
financial market. Due to these reasons, ABB decided not to offer DryQ as a func-
tion to its customers. 
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Interviews 
All interviews have been in Swedish. The questions that follow have been trans-
lated to English and as result some content may have been lost. Interviews for Pa-
pers II, III, V and VI were made as semi-structured interviews, and follow-up ques-
tions were asked for clarification. 

 Interview sheet from Paper II and III 

Company size   1-49  50-499  500-> 

Position of respondent……………………….. 

Main product………………………………….. 

Quality management  yes/no/don’t know/working on it/have had 

EMS  yes/no/don’t know/working on it/have had 

 

Industrial design 

Does the company work with industrial design as a prioritized area?    1   2   3   
4   5 (1 = not important at all; 5 = very important for the product) 

Prioritize company and customer industrial design in the same way?   yes/no/ if 
no how does customer prioritize according to the same scale as above? 

How is taking the decision to implement industrial design aspects into the prod-
uct? 

In-house or contracted knowledge to take care of industrial design issues? 

Do industrial design considerations come in from the start in PD?   yes/no 

Are they integrated into the ordinary PDP?   yes/no. 

Does the company have milestones/checkpoints or other activities were indus-
trial design considerations are taken cared of?   yes/no. 

Does the company have specific principles, standards etc?   yes/no 

Do you find it difficult to integrate industrial design in the product?   yes/no 

If yes, in which way? 

Which tools are used to gather information to the company? 

How are these tools used? 

Regarding education of tools, does it comes from earlier education or from the-
company? 

Which tools are used to treat the information inside the company? 
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How are these tools used? 

Regarding education of tools, does it comes from earlier education or from the-
company? 

Are there any other tools that you would like to use that you do not use today? 

Do you gather external information? 

 

Ergonomics 

Does the company work with ergonomics as a prioritized area?    1   2   3   4   5 
(1 = not important at all; 5 = very important for the product) 

Prioritize company and customer ergonomics in the same way?   yes/no/ if no 
how does customer prioritize according to the same scale as above? 

How is taking the decision to implement ergonomics aspects into the product? 

In-house or contracted knowledge to take care of ergonomics issues? 

Do ergonomics considerations come in from the start in PD?   yes/no 

Are they integrated into the ordinary PDP?   yes/no. 

Does the company have milestones/checkpoints or other activities were ergo-
nomics considerations are taken cared of?   yes/no. 

Does the company have specific principles, standards etc?   yes/no 

Do you find it difficult to integrate ergonomics in the product?   yes/no 

If yes, in which way? 

Which tools are used to gather information to the company? 

How uses these tools? 

Education of tools does it comes from earlier education or from company? 

Which tools are used to treat the information inside the company? 

How uses these tools? 

Education of tools does it comes from earlier education or from company? 

Are there any other tools that you would like to use that you do not use today? 

Do you gather external information? 

 

Environmental aspects 

Does the company work with environmental aspects as a prioritized area?    1   
2   3   4   5 (1 = not important at all; 5 = very important for the product) 
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Prioritize company and customer environmental aspects in the same way?   
yes/no/ if no how does customer prioritize according to the same scale as above? 

How is taking the decision to implement environmental aspects into the prod-
uct? 

In-house or contracted knowledge to take care of environmental issues? 

Do environmental considerations come in from the start in PD?   yes/no 

Are they integrated into the ordinary PDP?   yes/no. 

Does the company have milestones/checkpoints or other activities were envi-
ronmental considerations are taken cared of?   yes/no. 

Does the company have specific principles, standards etc?   yes/no 

Do you find it difficult to integrate environmental aspects in the product?   
yes/no 

If yes, in which way? 

Which tools are used to gather information to the company? 

How uses these tools? 

Education of tools does it comes from earlier education or from company? 

Which tools are used to treat the information inside the company? 

How uses these tools? 

Education of tools does it comes from earlier education or from company? 

Are there any other tools that you would like to use that you do not use today? 

Do you gather external information? 

 

Delighters 

Does the company consider it important that the customers get something extra? 

Will it be more important in the future? 

Is this supported from management? 

How is the cost  benefit for delighters? 

Do non-functional aspects shift requirements and wishes shift with geographi-
cally and demographically? 

Is it likely to get an increasing share in a decreasing segment? 
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 Interview sheet from Paper V and VI 

Introduction 

Present position, and in which organisation? 

How did you get involved in the DryQ project, where did you work at that 
time? 

Which role did you have in the project? 

For how long where you involved in the project? 

Selection of technology development project 

Which factors preceded before the development of the dry capacitor? 

How was the selection made of the technology development project? 

Which actors made the choice? 

Which criteria’s influenced the development of the dry capacitor? 

Did any alternative product suggestions exist? 

Market pull or technology push? 

Tools, aid for selections? 

How did environmental considerations influence the development of the dry ca-
pacitor? Was it a factor? 

Influence of environmental aspects? If they exist, what do they depend on? 

Influence of choices due to strategic or business development decisions? 

 

During the product development. 

Why did the capacitor become so environmentally adapted? 

Which overall demands existed? 

Which specific demands existed? Internal, legislation, environmental policy, 
business idea? 

Which was the foremost factor that the capacitor became so environmental 
adapted? Tools, demands on the product, demands by gates? 

Did some specific person influence the product regarding environmental adapta-
tion, and if it was so, how? 

 

Selection of product strategy. 

Have long-term product strategies made an influence? 
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Was it a research or development project? 

 

Demands that influenced the product development. 

Who had demands? (Customers, suppliers, competitors, legislation, owners etc). 

 

Environmental questions in the company. 

Which role do environmental questions have in the company? 

Do they differ from how quality, cost etc are handled? 

Do you as a company have a moral responsibility? 

What does that mean for your business? 

For your work with technology and business development? 

 

View on environmental work. 

Are environmental questions strategically important for the company? 

Which are the drivers for your environmental work? 

Is the management committed? 

Are individuals committed? 

How do you work with environmental questions on a business strategic level? 

What is needed for sustainable development to be a part of the business devel-
opment? 

What made the result? Process or people? 

What is your company’s role in a sustainable society? How has the company 
contributed? 

Operationalisation of environmental work 

How were environmental demands operated that influenced the shaping and de-
velopment of services and products? 

What was the role of environmental manager? (Part in business idea, legal de-
mands, environmental policy, EMS, environmental tools, education, demands in 
product specification). 

What prevented the development of environmental work? 

What is needed in order for you to have environmental issues in business devel-
opment, and in which way? 
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How do you consider the environmental work in the company? 

Is it marketing, ethic and moral, business, technology, customer responsibility, 
company’s responsibility to future generations? 

Obstacle 

Would you say that the project and the product reached its specification? 

One of the goals was to develop a “green capacitor”; how was the project or-
ganised in order for this to happen? 

Who carried it out? 

Which aid? 

To which extent? 

 




